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Pope OKs Condoms, Fairfield Stays Stagnant
bathrooms as a popular and appreciINSIDE:
ated way to promote safe sex. While
Fairfield's Office of Residence Life
CHECK OUT THE
was too busy to provide a comment, MIRROR EDITORIAL
previous Resident Assistant attempts
ON CONDOMS ON
to promote safe sex this way were
CAMPUS P. 9
reprimanded and discouraged.
Professor Renee White of the
Sociology Department has done extensive research in the
area of HIV and AIDS believes the Pope's comment "targets
homosexuality since this enables the Church to retain its
formal doctrine regarding no use of any artificial means to
prevent procreative sex from resulting in a pregnancy," she
said.
According to White, recognizing condom use as a moral
act is a step in the right direction. "Sexual activity can and
should include a sense of shared responsibility for the activities in which partners will engage," she said.
"College campuses are places where people engage in
high levels of sexual experimentation with multiple part-

BY ANNIE ROONEY

FREE CONDOMS*

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

•GAY MALE PROSTITUTES
ONLY!

Dan Leitao/lhe Mirror

In his recently released interview that emphasized the
church's role to open the doors to God, Pope Benedict XVI
commented on how condom use is acceptable amongst
male homosexual prostitution in the endeavor to prevent
infection.
However, neither homosexual nor heterosexual
students will not find condoms at Fairfield University.
The bookstore, the-health center and dorms are refused
to distribute this safe contraception as it conflicts with the
Christian and Jesuit ideals held by the University.
"The bookstore is run by a company called E-Follet
which is separate from the University," said Laura Matthews ' 11 who was a former employee at the campus store.
. So while the bookstore sells academic and its fair share of
convenience items through the non-religious organization,
condoms are still prohibited from the shelves.
Director of the Health Center, Judith Weindling said it
is not the health center's responsibility
CONDOMS I PAGE 6
to provide this protection to its patients.
146 Fairfietd University Students Surveyed In The BCC
"This is a place for health care," she said,
"[the health center] is not in the busi96%
i%
W»nt Condoms On Campus
ness for giving out condoms." Weindling
maintains that the center is available for
Want Condoms Sold In Book Store 89%
ft%
students with any questions or concerns
about sexual activity and infections. "We
take care of the whole student," she says.
25%
Our Sexually Active
75%
At larger public universities, many
Resident Assistants will provide their
6* Believe Condom Usage l» Immoral 94%
residents with "take one" buckets of
condoms in the dormitory's communal
Dan Leitao/lhe Mirror
A Survey of 145 Students in the BCC in which 88 Females and 57 Males particpated.

IHaveAn"I.D.E.A.":
New Teacher
Evaluation Forms
BY NILES MUZYK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For the past six or seven years Fairfield
University has been evaluating the teacher
evaluation form that students have been filling out at the end of each semester.
Usually administered on the last day of
class, these anonymous forms ask several
broad multiple-choice questions. There has
also been a follow up yellow-form, which
allows for open-ended comments.
This semester, Fairfield has decided
to implement the new teacher evaluation
forms that it has spent all of these years
developing.
The new, improved form is called, "Individual Development and Educational Assessment," or simply, I.D.E.A. Students may
have already previewed the form already
as it was featured at the CORE unmasked
event at the end of October.
Students may also recognize some features of the new form because for the past
few semesters, faculty and students have
been involved in pilots of this form which
asks questions in a number of areas that
had previously been unaddressed.
The creators are hoping that the new
form that consists of approximately 48
multiple-choice questions that will take
about 20 minutes to complete, will offer a
much stronger analysis of various elements

Pfr

of the course.
Dr. Angela Kim Harkins of the Religious
Studies Department is also chairing the
Faculty Development and Evaluation Committee, a group that has been involved with
the implementation of the I.D.E.A. form.
Dr. Harkins hopes that students will
"take the time to think and answer honestly" because these forms are extremely
important to professors.
"Professors care a great deal about
teaching at Fairfield and are constantly
seeking ways to improve teaching," she
said. The I.D.E.A. form offers faculty great
deal of data about student learning and also
offers special resources on how faculty can
make improvements to their teaching, like
the "I.D.E.A. Papers;" targeted tutorials that
suggest strategies and methods for faculty
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Back To The Drawing Board
BY DAN LEITAO
MANAGING EDITOR

"Every word is up for grabs," Constitutional Chair Charlie Knights '12 told the
committee as it had its first preliminary
meeting for the upcoming Constitutional
Convention. The 3,066 word Constitution
controls every aspect of FUSA. It details
the overall structure of the government as
well as the functions of each branch on a
daily basis.
"I started the Convention because I
think there are some changes that need to
be made within our student government,
changes that are deep-rooted and have
been covered up by amendments for years."
Alyssa Amarain Senator for the class of 2012
explained to The Mirror.
Charlie Knights followed up saying, "I
believe that this convention was brought
about in response to a certain level of 'disconnect' felt in regards to FUSA as an organization, both by those students serving and
those served by the student association."
Knights has high hopes that the hard
work of the Committee, "By parsing out

what is and has been working, as well as
finding solutions to those aspects that have
not, my ultimate goal is to come out of the
convention having ratified a revamped
Fairfield University Student Association; one
that promotes itself and carries itself as a
more transparent, open and clearly defined
organization, not only by the students, but
for the students."
The meetings will be in Town Hall fashion and students are encouraged to come
to observe and give input. The committee
members want to keep a low-key open atmosphere in which students can come and
voice their opinions and what they want to
see changed in FUSA.
The Constitutional Convention, which
usually occurs every four years, was called
early after Matt Morrissey '13 and Alyssa
Amarain '12 proposed the resolution earlier
this semester. "We had a good group of
senators that wanted to see change and I
think there are a lot of issues that we need to
handle now rather than later," said Morrissey. The first meeting will be held December
8, from 5:30-7:30 p.m.
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Taking A Walk in Father von Arx's Shoes
BY JANELLE CECCO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Turkey. Philadelphia. Puerto Rico. Washington, D.C. Texas. Boston. Chicago.
These are the destinations of our very own Fairfield University president, Father Jeffrey
von Arx, from now until June 27,2011.
As for his day-to-day destinations, I had the privilege of shadowing Father von Arx
through meetings, a Campus Heroes dinner and the tree lighting ceremony on campus on
Tuesday Nov. 30.
Von Arx recalled visiting Bellarmine during his time spent at Yale. When he first began
his journey as a Jesuit, Fairfield University would invite him and his colleagues for celebrations and masses at Bellarmine. Now he spends a lot of his time being a "university resource," as he calls himself.
1:52 p.m.:
Father von Arx and I began our day together, by discussing his morning meetings.
Starting at 8:30 a.m., von Arx attended the weekly Thursday meeting where all of the
vice presidents at Fairfield meet to discuss important Fairfield issues. On Tuesday's agenda
was an enrollment update for the future class of 2015 and a review of the Board of Trustees
binder.
When asked about Fairfield's plan to work back towards a 60/40 ratio, he stated that
recruitment was key. Von Arx explained that not only are more women going to college than
men currently but also more women are more qualified for admission into Fairfield. "In
order to maintain gender balance, do you take less qualified men to create balance? I don't
know," said von Arx.
Here at Fairfield, Theta Gamma Sigma awards 75 percent of its awards to women. "So
what's the matter with men today?" questioned von Arx.
2:00 p.m.:
As for von Arx's office, it is decorated with exquisite furniture, ornate plates and piles
of books. "I like to have everything off my desk by the end of the day. When there are piles it
means that I have not taken care of business," said von Arx. The tidiness of his desk and office is
indeed something to be noted.
2:10 p.m.:
Father von Arx held a private meeting with Dr. William Weitzer, Executive Vice President
and Father Paul Fitzgerald. During this time, I was able to engage in conversation with Diane
Mastrone, von Arx's secretary to hear some history about Bellarmine and her connection to
Fairfield University.
2:35 p.m.:
For the next forty-five minutes, Father von Arx and a panel of three staff members
discussed and reviewed the president's jam packed schedule from now until the calm, which
starts June 27, 2010.
. His schedule consists, of attending basketball and lacrosse games, advancement meetings and trips around the nation, and events with undergraduate students.
However, there seems to be a conflict in the president's schedule, being that his
nephew's wedding and the MAAC championships fall on the same weekend. More pressure
on the Stags to make it to Monday of that weekend!
In late March, von Arx has plans to visit Naples, Florida, where he will be celebrating his
father's 90th birthday.
"Oh no! I'm going to miss the Pops Concert. That's the best Glee Club event of the
whole year," said von Arx, when informed he was going to have to miss the Pops Concert
event due to travel plans that cannot be changed.
3:18 p.m.:
Father von Arx caught up on some e-mails and noted that there were a lot of letters for
him to sign on a daily basis. "A certain proportion of my job is being a traffic cop," said von
Arx, stating that making sure he gets certain papers to the correct people is an important
part of his job.
5:30 p.m.:
The house with a red mailbox on Round Hill Road, named The White House, by von
Arx's predecessor Father Kelley, is von Arx's home, where he returns after his normal 12-
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hour days of work.
Von Arx hosted the Campus Heroes event, where 10 students were honored for their
strong commitment to the Fairfield community.
The students in attendance represented FUSA, Stags in the Stands, Hunger Clean-Up,
diversity programs and retreats. "This is what we are about; community engagement and
leadership," said von Arx.
It was hard to believe that the same company who caters our Barone Campus center,
was able to produce a salad with a lemon vinaigrette dressing, almonds and chevre that accompanied beef tenderloin and mashed potatoes.
Topics of discussion included diversity, the current housing projects, the beach, future
University plans and alumni.
Father von Arx shared that although the annual giving has been high, it has been a challenge to get major gifts donated.
Once the current plans come to a close, the University has future plans that they hope
to begin in 2013. However, as for the senior classes here on forward, only about 400 students
will be granted permission to live off-campus.
The next major project that von Arx strongly supports is an expansion and renovation of
the RecPlex. Unfortunately, this does not include Alumni Hall, due to the fact that the town
does not support a stadium that will hold 5,000+ attendees.
Speaking of town-gown relationships, von Arx shared that when he accepted his position as president, Father Kelly warned him of the letters that would come in from the townspeople complaining about Fairfield University students at the beach. "I have not received a
letter from residents in five to six years. By now this is an urban legend," said von Arx.
7:03 p.m.:
Father von Arx, dressed in a Burberry scarf and Fairfield Lacrosse cap, and headed to
the 1st annual tree lighting ceremony here on campus.
Getting a ride on his golf cart across Round Hill Road and on campus is probably one of
the major highlights of my time here at Fairfield University.
The campus orchestra and Mendelssohn choir performed, along with an appearance
by Lucas the Stag and Santa. In addition, the first 250 students received a free Santa hat and
winter scarf.
Von Arx wished the students good luck on finals and hoped for them to rest upon returning in the New Year.

Students Captivate Audience at Second Annual Speech Showcase

Yuri Sendzimar/The Mirror

Yuri Sendzimar/The Mirror

Yuri Sendzimar/The Mirror

Natalie Sangiacomo' 13

Diana Lordi'13

Allison Ford'13

BY GILLIEN MURRAY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last night Fairfield University presented its 2nd annual
Speech Showcase. The showcase included six students, Natalie
Sangiacomo, Diana Lordi, Allison Ford, Lauren Londregan,
Mabel Polanco, Ellen Padovano and Alejandro Ulloa, who all
advocated for different organizations and causes.

The event was compromised of six speeches, accompanied by videos and sound clips. The subjects covered
included the Invisible Children Organization, Family House,
Digital Divide, Mental Health Hospitals in Conn., the Chilean Minders, the Alzheimer's Association and the Playing for
Change Foundation.
The goal ofthe showcase was to bring awareness to

students about issues that are facing young people both at
home and around the world.
While each student spoke on different topics, that
meaning flowed through each speech. Student's were
called to give back and think about the world on a much
bigger scale.
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to improve various elements of their teaching. End of course
evaluations are also very important because they figure into
decisions about promotions and raises. Because of these
reasons, students should take the forms seriously and offer
thoughtful responses.
The first twenty questions involve descriptive analysis of
the teaching techniques and behaviors used by the professor. Questions 21-32 ask students to evaluate their own
learning in the course. These questions ask students to think
about how much they learned content-wise or skill-wise.
The questions give professors a great deal of data about
the students' experiences of learning. Some questions will
be more relevant than others, because different courses in
the core curriculum are focused on teaching students different things. Some courses teach skills (how to write) and
other students teach content (terminology, facts).
For example, a composition course in the English department focuses on analytical skills, while a History course
may also teach analytical skills but have a greater focus on
the mastery of content.
As a Jesuit institution, Fairfield's core curriculum distinguishes it from other types of universities. Its focus is to offer
a broad-based education and to encourage students to be
well rounded in what students know and how they think.
The questions on the new form give professors information about their teaching by asking students to reflect upon
their learning and to report how much they have learned.
Reflection is an important aspect of Jesuit education and so
helps the university to move toward its goal of education.

Other parts of the new evaluation form (questions
33-35) ask students to compare the present course to other
courses offered at the University. Questions 36-47 ask students to assess their own motivation and personal effort in
the course
New F.U.S.A. questions have been formulated for the
new I.D.E.A. form and will correspond to nos. 48-52 on the
evaluation form and these results will be published for student use. Just like the old forms, professors have the right to
opt out of having these results published.
For the next two years, students can expect to keep
seeing the open-ended yellow forms. Here students will still
be able to express their opinions on the course. One new
feature of the I.D.E.A. form is its online capability. About 45
courses this semester will have their evaluation forms done
exclusively online. Whether completed online or otherwise,
Computer Networking Services will be handling the data
collection for analysis.
How students on the whole will react to this form is
impossible to determine. While the pilot was a success, this
year students and faculty alike will be getting used to a new
form. F.U.S.A. Senator John Moore'12, who is in charge of
registration issues on the senate, feels that the change in
format will not be an issue.
"In class, students will take it as they've always taken it
and not look at it any differently. Developers would like to
remind students that this is your chance to have your voice
heard and to make Fairfield University's education better
than ever.
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NEW FORMS OF "GRADING":
Scale on l to 5 : 1= Hardly Ever. 5= Almost Always.
Questions about the Instructor:
15: "Inspired students to set and achieve goals
which really challenged them."
17: "Provided timely and frequent feedback on tests,
reports, projects, etc. to help students improve."
Questions about your own progress:
21: "Gaining factual knowledge (terminology,
classification, methods trends.)
26: "Developing creative capacities (writing,
inventing, designing, performing in art, music,
drama etc..)"

S4SJ Takes a Look at the Violence in Mexico
BY RICKY SOLANO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The recent debates.in immigration have risen recently and have caused tensions in the
nation. But the tension here does not compare with the tensions in Mexico as the government continues its war on drugs. The number of victims of drug-related violence in Mexico
has reached 28,228.This number is six times greater than the population at Fairfield University. Since 2007,
Mexican President Felipe Calderon and his government have created a war on the drug cartels
that have infested Mexico. The crime rates have soared and the deaths are becoming increasingly violent. Daily, there are numerous stories of assassinations, dismemberments, shootouts
and car bombings in Mexico.
The United States has offered financial assistance and information to Mexico but it is
proving to not be enough. One of the main contributors to the conflict has been the flow of
American guns down to the south, which supplies the drug cartels.
The Los Angeles Times stated, "U.S. and Mexican officials estimate that more than 90% of
the guns seized at the border or after raids and shootouts in Mexico originated in the United
States, with California and Texas the largest providers."
The controversy around relations between Mexico and the U.S. has involved the U.S. push-

ing Mexico to stop the drugs while, not attempting to stop the gun flow to Mexico. The only
organization in charge of the gunrunning is the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives (known as the ATF) are running on limited funding, lack of joint investigations
with the ICE, lack of agents and lack of training for Mexican officials in order to trace guns. With
the Republicans soon to take office and the National Rifle Association increasing its lobbying
efforts in Washington, funding seems to become a critical issue.
In all of this conflict, no city has suffered more than Juarez, Mexico which is just across the
border of El Paso. It has become one of the world's deadliest cities since the turf war began in
2008 between the Juarez and Sinaloa cartels.
Its citizens are the daily victims and over 6,500 people have been killed as a result. It is
unknown when the violence will reach a conclusion but there seems to be no end in sight.
We can only hope that the situation gets better and stand in solidarity with our brothers and
sisters of Mexico in our Jesuit tradition.
Ricky learned about this issue while he was at the Ignation Family Teach-in, in Washington, D. C, which was a Fairfield University sponsored trip. S4SJ does a lot of work with Latin
American countries (specifically those in Central America) and next semester, S4SJ is planning
to have an awareness campaign about the drug wars.
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Campus Crime Beat
Tuesday, November 16th, 2010
1:21 p.m. $360 worth of clothes reported to be
stolen at 47 Mahan Road.
8:13 p.m. Public safety assisted Residence Life in
investigating a roommate dispute.
Wednesday, November 17th, 2010
7:22 a.m. Theft of an anchor chain
that costs $600 reported at Walsh
Athletic Center.
7:42 p.m. Criminal
Trespass Warning issued. 4
non-students were asked
to leave for trespassing at
Alumni Hall. They then
snuck into the RecPlex.
Friday, November
19th, 2010
9:12 a.m. Minor motor vehicle incident behind
Alumni Hall was reported.
12:00 p.m. Student reported
theft of a red purse containing a
debit card, room key, and car keys,
12:24 p.m. $213 worth of unauthorized purchases on StagCard reported. Case currently under investigation.
*Students are asked to look out for an email
from Public Safety with a reminder that StagCards
are like debit cards at Fairfield.
2:03 p.m. At the School of Business, a parked
car was struck by a unknown vehicle. No injuries
reported. Police currently searching for a large white
SUV.
11:13 p.m. Intoxication involving a minor reported. Female student was identified.
Saturday, November 20th, 2010
12:06 a.m. 2 non-students stopped from entering
the campus. Suspected smell of marijuana. Subsequently, they were arrested for possession.
1:27 a.m. Intoxicated student sent to the hospital.
1:46 a.m. Student, who was driving under the influence, was referred to Student Conduct for driving
the wrong way on a one-way street.
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Sunday, November 21st, 2010
12:08 a.m. DPS discovered an excess
amount of people and under-aged drinking at the
Townhouses.
12:41 a.m. Alcohol violation in the Townhouses.
A non student found carrying 2 bottles of beer and
a plastic container of mixed alcohol. Student host was referred to Student
Conduct for guest responsibility violation.
1:43 a.m. Public safety
assisted Residence Life in
investigating an unwanted
guest complaint at the Townhouses, which resulted in a
physical altercation.
2:07 a.m. Four vehicles
vandalized at the Townhouses.
2:17 a.m. Alcohol violations
involving a minor in Gonzaga. Students referred to Student Conduct.
11:52 a.m. Injured deer found at
Hopkins Pond.
4:05 p.m. Vehicle vandalized at the
Townhouses.
Monday, November 22nd, 2010
7:39 p.m. Dispute involving staff members
reported at BCC. Issue is under investigation.
Tuesday, November 23rd, 2010
2:23 a.m. Intoxicated student at Townhouses
required medical intervention.
8:29 a.m. Vandalism of the stairwell at
Jogues.
3:45 p.m. Red and white bicycle stolen from
42 Bellarmine Road. *Please contact DPS if you have
any information*.
Wednesday, November 24th, 2010
1:20 a.m. Criminal mischief. A hole in the
wall of a men's restroom in Bannowwas reported.
8:51 p.m. Student disobeyed pedestrian laws in
the Quick Center parking lot and was issued a $150
fine.
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It's Never Too Early to Think About Tomorrow
The Mirror Explores the Benefits of Having an Internship in College
BY GILLIEN MURRAY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As seniors embark on their last semester at Fairfield University, they've got a lot
of things on their minds. What do I want to
do with my life? What sets me apart from
everyone else?
It's time to update that resume. What
makes one student stand out from another?
Grades and extracurricular activities, of
course. When entering the actual work force,
one actually needs work experience. Herein
lies the importance of the internship.
"Something that really got your engine
revving academically can turn out disappointing in the real world," said Kevin

Ashe'l 1. "Interning helps you figure out
what really drives you."
Fairfield University provides students
with hundreds of opportunities to intern
based on their curriculum. The program is
different per major, with some requiring 120
logged hours, others fewer.
The Post Graduation Report for 2009
reports that a total of 402 internships were
completed by Fairfield University students for
credit. As a result, internships rated 27.2% as
a source of employment. Fairfield University
also uses Experience, the web-based college
recruiting system used by more than 500
career centers. Students from 2009 gained
employment in this way by 37.9%
According to the Career Planning

website, students have the option to take
internships in the College of Arts and
Sciences, the Charles F. Dolan School of
Business and the School of Engineering.
Companies such as GE Capital, JP Morgan
Chase, Random House and NYU Medical
Center are just a few of the options.
"Internships allow you to meet so many
new people," said Kara Halligan'll. "Even if
you don't choose to follow that career path,
the networking alone is helpful."
Internships give students the opportunity to not only learn more about their field
but also gain hands on experience, building their people skills along with their work
skills. "I think it's more important than ever
for students to have at least one internship,

but multiple internships are even better.
Employers find it critical to have experience.
Many of them flat out require it," said Cath
Borgman, Director of Career Planning.
Interning also gives students the actual
experience of being a working adult. From
train schedules to making sure you get to
sleep on time, internships give students a
dose of the real world.
The Career Planning Center is located
in the Kelley Center. They offer info sessions,
resume help, interviewing practice as well as
recruiting and internship help. With over 86%
of last year's senior class employed, earning
an average of around 45,000 a year, its definitely worth your while to take a visit.

Perlitz Defense Denied Delay in Sentencing
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
NEWS EDITOR

The defense team for Douglas
Perlitz was denied its plea for
a delay in his sentencing by a
federal judge in New Haven, Connecticut. Perlitz, 40, a Fairfield
University graduate, is awaiting his Dec. 21 sentencing after
confessing to sexually abusing at
least one underage student at his
Project Pierre Toussaint School in
Haiti.
Douglas Perlitz
lhe Connecticut Post reports
that the defense claimed that damage from the January
earthquake, a hurricane in October, the cholera outbreak
and civil violence riots has prevented them from properly

investigating the prosecution's claims that Perlitz abused
at least 13 of his victims. They claimed that because of the
above, they were not able to meet with all of the witnesses
who would be able to speak in favor of Perlitz.
U.S. District Janet Bond Arterton said no Monday to
such a request. Perlitz pled guilty to traveling from New York
to Haiti on June 6,2005 with the intention of engaging in sex
with an underage student. It is vital to the defense to talk to
those witnesses in Haiti in favor of Perlitz because he did not
discredit Assistant U.S. Attorney Kristna Patel's claim that
there were at least eight underage boys that he engaged in
sex with, and as many as 13.
"The prosecution team - through the U.S. State Department, the U.S. Embassy in Haiti and the Haitian government
- arranged to have six of the victims; two of the program's
supervisors and two investigators from the Haitian National
Police to be present at the sentencing. Patel advised Arterton
that a delay, combined with deteriorating social conditions

in Haiti, 'might very well mean that the victims will not be
heard at all and will not be able to attend the sentencing in
this matter," reported the Post.
The article also states that advocates for the abused
boys contacted a Boston Lawyer, who told the Post that he
is "preparing to bring a federal lawsuit in Connecticut on
behalf of the Haitian victims against several defendants."
Among the defendants are, Fairfield University, and Rev.
Paul Carrier, S.J. who raised money for Project Pierre Toussaint School and oversaw the program while serving as
Fairfield University's director of campus ministry and others.
The school was closed after allegations of the abuse
broke in Haiti and the contributions stopped pouring in.
Perlitz, who has been in jail since September of 2009, may
be facing up to 19 years in prison under the plea-bargained
agreement.
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FUSATo Donate "Tubs of
Love" To Less Fortunate

Mirror Named One of
the Best Online Newspapers in Country

BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
NEWS EDITOR

With Chrissy Perez' 11, Secretary of Marking and Public Relations, at the helm, FTJSA
will be holding a community service drive
unlike any it has had before. On December 5
at 1 p.m. in the Lower Level of the BCC, about
25 businesses from the town of Fairfield will be
represented in "Tubs of Love," that students will
be able to help make.
The tubs will include hygiene project,
blankets, canned goods, coffee mugs and
similar supplies. The completed packages will
be donated to Bridgeport Rescue Mission and
Prospect House, but that is not the only project
that this drive will be working on.
FUSA will also be collecting food and
money to donate to St. Charles food pantry.
There will be a box at the info desk if you are

The editors of The Fairfield Mirror gambled last year, scrapping their
long-time online news edition and building a new one from scratch using the
Wordpress technology.
Their efforts paid off when Associated Collegiate Press awarded the Mirror its 2010 ACP Online Pacemaker prize as one of the 10 best small school
online newspapers in the country. A total of 242 schools entered. (You can see
the online edition at fairfieldmirror.com.)The winners were named at the recent ACP/CMA National College Media
Convention in Louisville. The contest was judged by a panel of journalism
professionals with extensive online media experience. Judges noted that the
most successful sites displayed excellence in multimedia storytelling, writing
and editing-, site design, in-depth and complete coverage, interactivity, and
graphics and photography.
The Top 10 small school winners also included Swarthmore College,
Northwestern University and Ithaca College. See http://studentpress.org/acp/
winners/opmlO.html
Joe Cefoli' 10, who headed the Mirror redesign team, said it was an
18-month process that started in December 2008.
"There were times when the entire redesign process seemed tedious
and never-ending," Cefoli said in a recent e-mail." But as time progressed, the
website began to transition into a visually aesthetic, easy-to-use showcase of
student work that was built for the future.
"I am extremely pleased with the final result and I am most proud of its
user friendly design and easy navigation," he said, commending three other
Mirror editors who graduated in May 2010 — Michelle Morrison, Traci Dantoni and Melissa Mann — for their help in the redesign.
In May 2010, the Mirror also received 14 writing awards from the Connecticut chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists See http://fairfieldmirror.com/2010/09/08/mirror-cleans-house-at-cspj-awards/
"There is a tendency to take something familiar, like The Mirror, for
granted," said Editor In Chief Peter Caty. "But the paper does very well when
compared to comparable weeklies across the country, and we invite students
to come to staff meetings on Wednesday nights at 6:30 p.m. and join our
team."
Contributed Story

Condoms
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

ners," she said on behalf of
her AIDS research. "I believe
that colleges should distribute
condoms," she said.
White hopes that "maybe
thinking about how the moral
argument in the Pope's comments connects to the moral
obligations of universities to
do what they can, in good faith,
to keep their students safe by
equipping them to be responsible and capable adults."

unable to attend on the 5th. Father von Arx will
be in attendance to speak about the importance
of community service on campus, and to help
make the tubs.
Perez cited the need for FUSA to go
outside of the office and reach the greater
community as inspiration for this event. "As
student representatives of a Jesuit schools,
we should be representing what the school is
about," said Perez.
Perez has taken what once was a FUSA exclusive community builder project and opened
it to the larger campus community. FUSA vice
president Lauren Johnson said in a statement,
"We're excited to embrace the spirit of giv- ■
ing during this holiday season, and to use our
resources to give back to those in need."
For more information on how you can be
a part of the event contact Christina.Perez@
student.fairfield.edu.

statement may lead to further
debate on the issue, but again,
he is suggesting the condoms
are used for the purpose of
HIV prevention and not birth
control," she said.
In a survey developed and
distributed to 145 students by
The Mirror, 96% were in favor
of having the contraception on
campus and 89% want condoms sold in the bookstore. The
survey also showed that 75%
of students on this campus are
sexually active and 6% believe
condom usage is immoral.

Regardless, she believes the
comment sparks a great opportunity for a necessary conversation of the subject to take place
on Fairfield's campus.
Communications Professor Rhonda Trust earned her
doctorate at the University of
Connecticut in part through a
research grant from a Center
for Disease Control to educate
inner-city emerging adults
about sexual disease and HIV
prevention behaviors.
Trust is satisfied with the
Pope's education on the vast
condom purposes. "His public
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The Realities and Dangers ofAnorexia in College
BY JANELLE CECCO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A few pieces of asparagus. A half ofpiece of ravioli. And
sauce smeared across the plate. The contents do not even
amount to enough calories for one meal.
Butjust the thought of thefood sitting in Mary's stomach
made her excuse herself from the table to walk around her
housefor 15 minutes.
It was just the thought that the foodjust sitting there in
her stomach would end up making herfat that made Mary
not want to eat. But then the realization that she has to eat is
what makes her stress about and obsess over calorie counting.
For the calorie obsessed, weight loss is not a goal, but it
is rather a perpetual journey of failure.
"The comorbidity between eating disorders and
depression is high because they are never satisfied," said
psychology major Brittany Sakovich '11, who has witnessed three of her close friends struggle with an eating
disorder similar to Mary's.
It is estimated that 25 percent of the nation's college
students suffer from eating disorders, according to the
National Institute of Mental Health. Although this number
is estimated, the 25 percent only accounts for the reported
eating disorder situations; many people feel that there is
nothing wrong with what they are doing to themselves and
never seek help.
In a survey of 50 Fairfield University seniors, 27 reported knowing someone prescribed medication for depression.
The relationship between depression and eating
disorders while not mutually exclusive, does exist, and from
this survey the numbers are high enough to suggest that a
reasonable amount of people on Fairfield's campus know
someone that may have an eating disorder.
When Mary agreed to see a nutritionist to please her
parents, she was informed that her blood pressure was dangerously low, she had 18% body fat and her body had stopped
metabolizing gluten.
Mary had only begun this cycle of eating 400 calories a
day and burning off 1000 aboutfive months ago. Although
,some of the short-term effects are quickly reversible, many of
them, such as metabolizing gluten, are difficultfor the body to
recoverfrom.
"There are several long-term problems with anorexia.
Osteoporosis is one concern, which is a lifelong effect of
anorexia. In some cases, infertility can be a result of interfering with a woman's normal menstrual cycle. A shortage of
potassium can be a side effect of anorexia which affects and
can damage muscles and in particular the heart," said Dr. Elise
Harrison, Associate Director of Counseling and Psychological
Services.
Eating disorders are a growing public health threat and

the lack of an appropriate response has created a lethal situation, according to the Renfrew Center Foundations' Eating
Disorders 101 Guide: A Summary of Issues, Statistics, and
Resources.
Although Mary may recover from the physical symptoms,
the psychological aftermath is excruciatingly difficult for not
only Mary, but also for her family and friends, to deal with.
There is a reason why this topic is covered in multiple
psychology classes here at Fairfield University: Because
"it is a psychological disorder with physiological effect,"
said Sakovich.
Whenever Mary would leave her nutritionist's office
with promises to eat more arid keep a food journal, she only
increased the proportion sizes in herjournal. She didn't think
there was anything wrong with her and couldn't notice the
degeneration of her body and mind because it had been happening gradually.
The pressures that peers and society puts on both males
and females to fit in, has the effect on certain people to become obsessive about weight and dieting that have a reverse
effect and make them stand out.
"Anorexia does make students stand out. For some
people in the middle of their illness, they may feel special,
but in fact one of the symptoms of anorexia is social isolation. Refocusing on ways to interact with people in ways
that do not deal with physical appearance is important to
recovery from anorexia," said Dr. Harrison.
Another big problem is parents, according to Sakovich.
In our society parents pressure their children; otherwise
they are scared they will not do well. Parents being oblivious
or harping on their children about whether or not they really
need that last piece of cake doesn't make the issue any better.
"Some parents are not sensitive to how huge of an issue this is. I think many parents provoke children to be fit,
because of the obesity problem in our country, but they are
prolonging this issue. If a person with this issue is going to
die, parents can't give them a choice to have treatment or
not," said Sakovich.
Before even stepping foot on a college campus, "Students are warned about gaining the freshman 15," said
Harrison.
<
"I think people need hope and need to have someone
support them to see that they can have a better, happier life
with resolution of their eating disorder. Early treatment can
be important in recovery from an eating disorder," said Harrison.
After dealing with the disorderfor half of a year, Mary's
parents decided to put her in an in-patient facility, where over
the course of a few weeks she gained back some of the weight
she had lost. Herfuture was looking brighter than it had in a
while, but unfortunately this is something she will continue to
struggle with every dayfor the rest of her life.

With any disease, the first step towards recovery is the
willingness to accept treatment.
The number of college students who seek help with
an eating disorder is less than ten percent. And even when
students do seek help, they struggle with a strong fear when
they have to start eating again, according to Dr. Harrison.
Acclimation back into society is difficult enough, but
when magazines are flashing images of paper-thin and
airbrushed celebrities, this acts as the cue for the calorie counters to return to their disorder.
Eating disorders have the highest mortality rate of any
mental illness.
"The body type portrayed in advertising as the ideal
is possessed naturally by only 5% of American females,"
according to the Renfrew Center Foundations' Eating
Disorders 101 Guide: A Summary of Issues, Statistics, and
Resources.
Marilyn Monroe wore a dress size equivalent to a size 6
today. It begins with supporting those with eating disorders
early and helping those who truly want to get better, with a
goal that we will no longer have such a lethal disease attacking our nation's college students.
"Show them don't live to eat, eat to live," said Sakovich
Mary is a real Fairfield student, her name has been
changed and her last name witheld due to the sensitive nature
of the article.

Alarming Statistics
Renfrew Center Foundations' Eating Disorders 101
Guide: A Summary of Issues, Statistics, and Resources,
September 2002

• 25% of college-aged women engage
in bingeing and purging as a weight
management technique.
• The mortality rate associated with
anorexia nervosa is 12 times higher than
the death rate of ALL other causes of death
for females 15-24 years old.
• 95% of those who have eating disorders
are between the ages of 12 and 25.
• About 72% of alcoholic women younger
than 30 also have an eating disorder.

Fairfield's First Muslim Prayer on Campus
BY SARAH HASSAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A Muslim prayer was held in the Interfaith Prayer Room on Nov. 19 and was attended by
both Muslim and non-Muslim students.
"The opening of the Prayer Room in what was previously the Jesuit Chapel marks a
new era in the religious life of Fairfield. It means that Fairfield recognizes the gift of religious
pluralism on the campus, and desires to respond to this reality intelligendy, respectfully and
sensitively," said University Chaplain Gerald Blaszczak.
The Jumu'ah or Friday prayer is a congregational prayer that takes places at noon every
week. Muslims pray five times a day and the noon prayer, known as Dhuhr in Arabic, is
replaced by this prayer on Fridays.
Unlike the other prayers, it is preceded by a sermon that addresses the spiritual needs
of the community. The sermon is usually offered by an imam.
"In some cases an imam is the person who leads the prayer, but the most comprehensive definition of an imam is a leader and a righteous person who serves as an example to
the community. The imam serves to benefit others and acts as a resource for those around
him/her," said Heba Youssef, the new Muslim Chaplain at the university.
The imam, Amjad Tarsin, is a student at the Hartford Seminary's Islamic Chaplaincy Program and offered a sermon on "Mercy, Compassion and Service in the Islamic Tradition."
Tarsin was raised in Ann Arbor and has a degree in English and Islamic Studies. He performed the pilgrimage to Mecca and was impressed by the diversity. He met people he never
thought existed in the world and who spoke different languages.
After the prayer and a short meet and greet with the Muslim Chaplain, there was a
question and answer session with a panel consisting of Youssef, Tarjin and Dr. Martin Nguyen,
Assistant Professor of Islamic Studies in the Religious Studies Department.
Many non-Muslim students and faculty observed the prayer and began asking questions on topics such as gender separation in Islam.
Youssef explained that, historically speaking, there was no barrier between men and
women during prayer and that women prayed behind the men. The current situation where

women are isolated from the men is more of a cultural adaptation.
Also, the topic of Jihad was raised. Dr. Nguyen said that Jihad is either a personal or
community struggle. Linguistically, the root of the word does not mean holy war and it applies to any struggle.
For example, Muslim women who go out with their Hijab or head scarf and represent
their religion, despite the societal misconception that they are being oppressed by the men,
are performing Jihad and struggling in the way of God.
The event was concluded with the performance of the third prayer of the day, the Asr or
afternoon prayer.
"I wanted this event to appeal to our non Muslims friends as a way of breaking any barriers, stereotypes or misconceptions that people may have about Muslims and Islamic piety.
It is important that our campus community does not feel as though Muslims are 'the other'
and feel comfortable observing and/or participating in our events," said Youssef.

Sarah Hassan/The Mirror

Imam Amjad Tarsin offered the first Friday prayer at Fairfield before Thanksgiving break.
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Let's Talk About Sex
Decisions the Fairfield University administration makes are often done for appearance.
Suddenly cutting off all ties with Doug Perlitz,
supporting LGBTQ rights and purchasing a fleet of
hybrid Public Safety vehicles all make the University appear to be a sensible and accepting place.
Fairfield, a Jesuit University, doesn't allow for
the sale or distribution of condoms on campus.
While Jesuit are often known as one of the most
liberal Catholic orders, the forbiddance of condoms
on one of the ways this administration proves we are
still Catholic.
Yet isn't it time for administrators to open their
eyes to the undisputable facts that are in plain sight?
Our survey this week was distributed to 145
Fairfield students in the campus center and its
results speak for themselves.
Earlier this week, a Mirror reporter shadowed Fr. Von Arxfor the day. To see what he said, check out the story on page 2.
75% of students on campus are sexually active.
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.
96% of students want condoms on campus.
94% of students don't believe condom usage
is immoral.
These percentages should not be ignored.
To the Editor:
a program was mandated every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
Research has proven that condoms prevent the
night. The quality of the programs was jeopardized because of
spread of STDs and HIV/AIDS, and now the Pope
In response to the article written in the last issue, we as
this strong demand and pressure to continually produce. Looking
acknowledges the reality as well.
FUSA, would like to offer our rationalization on what we do. FUSA at today, FUSA Programming is driven by a higher standard of
Now the Pope has given a semi-nod for gay
is and has always been built on the foundation that we are the
quality in which programs make a name for themselves. Students
male prostitutes to use condoms to stop the spread
governing board that advocates and represents the student body.
then recognize these events as novelties that are going to happen
of sexual infections, but Fairfield still refuses to
Ihis includes class community, club cohesiveness, initiatives,
such as Late Night at Barone, Santa's Workshop, and Free Extreme
change its condom policy.
leadership, and programming. While programming may be the
Bowling. Attendances at these events are consistent with student
Fairfield has non-Catholic students who may
most visible and tangible product of our organization, it is difsatisfaction.
not feel that condoms are immoral, yet we do not
ficult to articulate the intangible work done by the other facets of
Here is a behind the scenessneak peak of what goes on
provide the option for those students who want
FUSA.
when programming an event. One to two months prior to the
to act responsibly to protect themselves and their
• We would like to take this time to update the student body on event date, an idea is born. From there, programmers breakpartners by practicing safe sex.
some of our major initiatives that have made positive changes on
down and research the logistics and materials needed to execute.
It is fair to say that students who enrolled in this campus. The Student Senate advocated for the Rent-A Book initia- Sometimes this consists of contacting agents or creating the
University were aware of the ideals and mission of tive that helped save students over $50,000 worth of books this se- resources and allure of a homemade event. This includes a set up
the Jesuits upon applying to join the community. As mester alone. Also this year, FUSA was able to get five questions
and breakdown of chairs and tables of around $150 and ordering
students in a Jesuit community, we are familiar with placed on the IDEA form which is the new course evaluation that
food from Sodexo which costs about $250. It adds up! After evthe Christian practices of abstinence and making
erything is set in order, the event must be publicized so students
the University is implementing. Our newly restructured COSO
love only to procreate or to strengthen the bond
board (formerly known as SOBOG), is set up to fully assist student are informed and interested including mini giveaways and larger
of a married couple. Being a Christian-centered
clubs in the development, publicity, and funding processes. The
eye-catching items. Finally, after hours of work and preparation,
community, aspiring to educate the whole person- four Class Councils have put on quality events that are class
the event occurs.
mind, body and spirit - Fairfield University's goals
specific and have chosen class causes that will help the outside
FUSA programming overall has an array of events ranging
are not specifically geared in catering to students
community while rallying the student body. Our progress on all of from cultural awareness programs to support the University's
sexual needs or protective measures.
global citizenship theme to the $102,000 concert that blew your
these initiatives are both intentional and strategic in the fact that
So the University is not responsible for prowe truly are passionate about these issues and working tirelessly
minds. No matter your mindset or what your interests may be, we
viding these contraceptives free of charge, but we
to improve the experience for all Fairfield students.
provide quality well-funded programs that allow all students to
don't understand why they cannot be available for
In reviewing the mission of Programming we aim to provide
reap the benefits of the $95 student activities fee.
purchase at our bookstore. Enrolled as undergraduSo, come and get your feet wet and see what we are all about
well versed programs for students to partake in as both an alterates, we are all adults who deserve the right to take
native option for the weekend as well as something to add to their during our six events this week. If you are not satisfied, you now
responsibility for our actions. Students without cars
college experience. Did you know that FUSA produces more than
have the opportunity to take part in the Constitutional Convenhowever cannot act responsibly in sexual situations 50 events a semester? Each branch, as stated in the pie chart, has
tion and make the change you want to see happen.
unless they have stocked up prior to their Septema separate budget with different objectives and definitions of sucber arrival.
cess. While the concert and special events attract a large percentSincerely,
Which of these situations is worse: Having
The FUSA Executive Cabinet: Gregory Burke, Aaron Chan,
age of the student body, late Night Programming and Cultural
a rack of condoms available in the shelves of the.
Angela Delmonico, Lauren Johnson, Caitlin Liguori, Eddie Muniz,
Celebrations tend to draw a more engaged crowd. In the past
bookstore, or inspecting a dorm room with a drawer
Chrissy Perez, Katerina Sanchez, & Katie Sillo
years, Programming was solely based off of policy in the fact that
packed of a condom collection?

Letter to the Editor: FUSA Responds

Christmas Decorations
The BCC is brimming with Christmas
spirit! From the garlands to the tree to the
manger outside, Fairfield is getting ready
for the holidays. Stockings and trees
have also gone up in dorms, townhouses,
apartments and beach houses. Now all
we need is some snow...

Slow Internet

*> IA vJ D

In this cold weather there's nothing better
than cozying up to watch some tv or a
movie. Too bad that's nearly impossible
to do on your laptop because of the connection. Even legal sites like Hulu buffer
so much that 30 second commercial
breaks take 10 minutes to get through.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
"A majority of the students we see have
documentations related to alcohol"
- Dean of Students Kim Nikolenko on the rise in
documented alcohol infractions
(See story on page 2)
THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, or by email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be'published either in print or on www.fairfieIdmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be
free of obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 500 words.
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Knight in
Shining...Polo?
CELESTE TALLARICO

Empty Seats Lead To
Empty Minds For Stags

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY MAGGIE ANDREWS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Prince Charming. Day after day girls wonder when
their "Prince Charming" is going to come right up to
them and introduce himself. Chances are he won't. Guys
like a challenge after all don't they?
At lunch the other day a friend and I were discussing this idea of the perfect guy. Where exactly is he?
What will his name be and what will he look like? Will he
be the smart guy or the funny guy? These questions usually flood the minds of girls everywhere on a daily basis.
A constant reel of the "perfect moment" runs through
our minds over and over again. Will it be someone we
know or a complete stranger?
The ever-looming question of 'what if hangs overhead and if you look back it really isn't our fault that we
are crazy for this Prince Charming guy. Disney made an
empire off of fairy tales that usually included a beautiful
damsel in distress, a tall dark and handsome prince, and
they always seemed to take place 'far far away.'
When is it time for us to remove our plastic crowns
and realize that Fairfield, Connecticut is not all that 'far
far away?'
Happy endings are a concept designed by writers to
give readers hope that one day they will find their own
Prince Charming (castle and trust fund included), and
that true love really does conquer all. As little girls we are
often told that we are princesses and deserve a happy
ending complete with our very own Prince Charming.
Trying to realize that our lives are not fairy tales is often
hard to do, especially after spending hours in front of
these movies where in the end Prince Charming always
returns the glass slipper or slays the dragon.
Face it, in today's day and age Prince Charming is
not gallivanting around campus in tights and a crown
singing about true love; rather they shuffle around campus in Sperrys and Nantucket red shorts.
Maybe we have to walk around barefoot (walking
in heels to and from the townhouses will ruin your feet)
and slay our own dragons to find the modern day Prince
Charming.
Is it possible that our idea of the perfect guy is in
fact just a fabricated story told to us when we are young?
Is it possible that the perfect guy could in fact have
flaws that we choose to overlook because to us he is the
"perfect guy?" Is it possible that we are perfect for one
another in the most imperfect ways, or have we fallen
victim to this crazy idea that our lives are modern day
fairy tales?

Does anyone else feel like we have
a lot less time than everyone told us we
would? Between classes, homework,
clubs and activities, work study,
sports, calls and texts to family
and friends back home, and of
course, a nap or two to keep us
sane, managing our time can be
difficult. With our nights spent
cramming and watching the
latest episodes of our favorite
shows, who has time to hike
out to the Quick Center and
listen to a speaker? With the
impressive lineup of speakers
our school boasts however, the
ten-minute walk is well worth
the trouble.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, an Art
History professor and the director of the Open VISIONS Forum
lecture series, is delighted with
the quality of the speakers Fairfield has hosted, saying, "We
offer a better menu of lectures
and events than some of the Ivy
League schools."
New York Times opinion columnist David Brooks,
Clinton's White House Press
Secretary Dee Dee Myers,
Dick Cheney's daughter Liz,
and Google Ideas' 28-year-old
director Jared Cohen are just
some of the names of the impressive
and renowned figures who have graced
the Quick Center stage this semester.
Though the speakers have lived up to
our high expectations, the low numbers
of students in the audience have left
much to be desired.
Student tickets to these lectures
are distributed by teachers, accessible
at the information desk, and are given
out at the box office, and yet the low.
attendance of students is laughable.
Members of the Fairfield community
are willing to pay $45 for a seat, whereas

Freshman Krista Charles was also
initially enticed by extra credit, but
thoroughly enjoyed the lectures she
attended. "These talks are as much a
part of our college experience as other
highly attended, weekend activities,
and are important to becoming well-rounded citizens," she
said.
Aside from the long-term
benefits that come with being
informed and prepared for
what lies ahead, what better
way to impress the relatives at
Thanksgiving dinner than to
tell them Dee Dee Myers' and
Liz Cheney's political predictions for the coming years? We
need to prove to our parents
that we are making the most
of the $53,000 they struggle to
pay each year.
"If students came to
realize that they are in fact
seriously 'short changing'
themselves from the depth
and breadth of these life enriching experiences, we might
see a spike in attendance,"
said Dr. Eliasoph. He believes
the invaluable experience of
attending these lectures will
open the students' minds "to
a truly liberal arts experience,
which is the cornerstone of
Illustration by Tebben Lopez/The Mirror
our mission."
No one wants to be the
childhood ignorance will not be acceptlast to have the newest purse or coolest
able excuses for our menial knowledge
shoes, so why are we letting ourselves
of current events at job interviews in
get so behind intellectually? What else
the coming years. The same people who
is going on that we cannot dedicate
stood on our stage are currently shaptwo hours to listen to a nationally
ing our country, and their decisions and celebrated speaker? We are all guilty of
opinions will influence our lives. Does
watching endless reruns and spending
anyone else care what Brooks, Myhours on Facebook. But, we also know
ers and Cheney believe our country's
the intense competition that awaits us
financial future will be during the years
upon graduation. The simple act of gowhen we will still be struggling to pay
ing to these lectures can prepare us for
off college debts? We need to become
what is to come.
aware of the greater world that still exists beyond the shuttle route.

even a free ticket will not entice many
students out of their dorm room.
As a student who attended two of
these talks, I can attest to their benefits.
I'll admit, my original motive was solely
to boost my grade. But laziness and

Deck the Halls, But Not in Fall
BY LINDSAY MAIDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Walking down the streets of Fairfield
and seeing lit garlands and Christmas
trees in window displays makes you
develop a warm feeling inside. The
'anticipated Christmas themed commercials on television filter into dorm
rooms, bringing a sense of holiday spirit
to anxious students. It's that time of the
year once again...or is it? After consulting the calendar and realizing that it is
actually mid-November, you begin questioning how appropriate it really is to be
celebrating the Christmas season before
December even rolls around!
As Nicole Kizielewicz, '14, says, "A
person should not celebrate a holiday
before another holiday occurs."
This idea is pointed directly at those
people who believe that the Christmas
season begins in the fall months. It is
simply too early to begin celebrating
Christmas before Thanksgiving, and even
Halloween for that matter, are celebrated.
Granted, I am guilty of purchasing a
Photo by Lindsay Maida/Ihe Mirror
six-foot Christmas tree for my dorm room

weeks before Thanksgiving. But I do
believe that the Christmas season should
be celebrated within reason
Sure, it's fine to begin buying
decorations here and there and to get
a head start on hanging icicle lights
outside before the cold temperatures set
in. However, these decorations should
not be displayed and lit until Thanksgiving has passed. This gives Christmas a
special feeling because of the fact that it
only lasts for about a month.
One night as I was walking to the
Barone Campus Center for dinner, I saw
the large tree in front of Egan Chapel lit
with multi-colored bulbs and a giant,
glowing star on top. While this was a
heartwarming and exciting sight to see, I
realized that Thanksgiving break was still
over a week away! I would much rather
have seen this tree lit upon my arrival
back to school from Thanksgiving break
as a way of kicking off the holiday season
back at Fairfield.
Speaking of kicking off the holiday
season, Sarah Wolfenden, '14, believes
that, "Black Friday should begin the
Christmas craze."

There's nothing greater than a mad
rush of people attacking department
stores to get you in the Christmas spirit.
Black Friday was pretty much invented
to get sale-seeking customers started
on their Christmas shopping. So why
was my dentist asking me if I started my
Christmas shopping three weeks ago?
It seems as though holiday shopping
begins sooner and sooner every year. I
think that it's just about time for those
super anxious shoppers to slow down
and get on the same page as everyone
else. Buying gifts too early can actually
backfire the moment that a newer edition
of an item is release. Let's face it, we are
always going to want the newest iPod
color anyway.
Is it just me or does Christmas music
sound out of place when it's not December? Holiday tunes should not be played
until the day after Thanksgiving. By the
time Christmas Eve rolls around, you
don't want to be sick of Mariah Carey's
"All I Want for Christmas!" So folks, let's
leave the Silent Night singing and gingerbread house constructing until after
Thanksgiving.
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Is BeingThe Next Smokeshow Worth An Eating Disorder?
BY GEORGIA LOBB
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the presence of an ostensibly beautiful campus
population, it's tough for the girls who feel a litde under par.
After all, not every lady stag can be Barstool Sports' "Smokeshow of the Day."
You know the reasons for the low self-esteem that
burdens the female population at Fairfield: Academic stress.
Body image pressures. Competition. The clich6d "freshman
fifteen."
They often cause some students, especially women, to fall into unhealthy eating habits, like anorexia
and bulimia. But the extent of the problem at Fairfield
and elsewhere is a real eye opener to some students.
"I have met more girls at Fairfield alone than ever
before in my life that have issues with eating," said Allie Cavalea '13. "Whether it be serious disorders or just
compulsiveness about what they're eating and who
sees it, I think living in a community full of hundreds
of peers at all times puts an extreme amount of pressure on individuals to be thin."
Elise Harrison of Fairfield's Counseling and
Psychological Services cited that national statistics
estimate 5-20 per cent of college women suffer from
eating disorders.
Meanwhile, 90 percent of college women engage
in dieting behavior, says a 2009 University of California
at Los Angeles study.
And while Harrison couldn't provide us with an
idea of what the typical Fairfield girl suffering from an eating
disorder might look like or be like, we can generalize.
College students are at high risk- we're largely competitive perfectionists, self-conscious, hard working, and
high standard holding students who are stressed out and
parried out.
Combine all these personality traits with Fairfield's
shallow expectations and unrealistic body image, and it's
hardly a surprise that throngs of girls on campus are suffering from disorderly eating.
One Fairfield sophomore who requested to remain unnamed weighed in on eating disorders such as her own here
on campus.
"I believe my eating disorder, which I developed in high
school, was started by stress as well as a new environment
that I had no control over," she said. "But I think that eating
disorders generally increase on college campuses in the first
place because there is a constant pressure to be perfect and
to be better than all the other beautiful girls."
She explains the daily struggles, then and now.
"While struggling with an eating disorder in high
school, my life had to change dramatically. I was not able
to participate in certain athletic events like I used to," she

said. "I specifically remember not being able to play hockey
because I would not have the energy or ability to skate anymore. These days, there are times when I'll just be sitting in
class feeling as I am going to faint any second."
She paused.
"It also doesn't help when it comes time to drink."
Studies have shown that the binge drinking culture that
drowns campuses can be an important factor in influencing
and hosting eating disorders.
"Eating disorders and alcohol abuse have some common qualities," said Elise Harrison, "Both are diseases of

Graphic by Tebben Lopez

denial. In general, alcohol may become more of an issue for
people who are restricting their eating because they become
intoxicated more quickly and may have more issues with
physical problems with drinking."
"People suffering with Bulimia Nervosa may have a tendency to drink more and may have a co-occurrence of both
issues." Ms. Harrison added.
Is that to say that the stress and body image ideals
of Fairfield University are yielding a new culture of
"drunkorexics"?
Possibly, said Cavalea.
"I really think that binge drinking and eating disorders
are ways for people to deal with their stress," she said. "I
assume that both eating disorders and binge drinking help
you avoid facing the truth, whether you're not doing well in
school, or to escape the reality of the way you look or feel, or
even to change the way other people see you."
The bottom line is that eating disorders are a big deal,
on campus or off.
Over the average lifetime, says the Columbia University
article, approximately 50,000 people will die as a direct effect

of an eating disorder, and thousands of others will struggle
with lifelong health consequences.
Colleges need to allow their campus population to
thrive without binging, purging, or starving themselves in an
effort to be the next Smokeshow.
Unfortunately though, some students don't see Fairfield
making that effort just yet.
I do not think that the administration does anything
about body image or eating disorders," said Shannon
Welch '12. "I think that high schools focus more on body
image than colleges like Fairfield because they are too
concerned about the drinking, drugs, and mischief that
occur on campus."
Other universities might be dealing with eating disorders better.
At Penn State, said Megan Hume '13, "I see signs and
posters everywhere that have advice lines and numbers to
call if you are struggling."
A Boston University article cited a club on campus
called Helping Hands that focuses on eating disorder education and awareness. They sold bracelets last February to
spread knowledge of the growing epidemic.
Harrison described Fairfield's approach.
"Eating disorder treatment requires a three part treatment," said Elise Harrison. "Students need to attend to the
physical, emotional and nutritional difficulties of an eating
disorder.... The Health Center works with students to check
physical symptoms and do weigh in's when necessary. The
Counseling office deals with the emotional issues related to
an eating disorder."
She adds, "The therapist from the Counseling office
may make a referral to a specialist in eating disorders in the
nearby community who will provide specialized treatment,
but eating disorders often require long term therapy and
more frequent appointments to help a person overcome the
eating disorder."
So is Fairfield's approach working?
"Not at all," said Kira Driver' 14. "They don't publicize
that there is help for people who are suffering at all."
Rachael Chase '13 shared these sentiments.
"There may be hidden groups for eating disorder victims or something, but I have never heard it being openly
addressed," she said.
"I don't think that Fairfield is blind to it," contested Cavalea. "But I don't feel they do a ton to address the growing
issues of eating disorders on campus. I know that regardless,
there will still be the issue of body image and self-esteem
that is ever present in the community here."
If you think you or someone you know is suffering from
an eating disorder, don't stay silent. Call the Counseling
and Psychological services at Fairfield at (203) 245-4000 ext.
2146.

Brew Master: "Black and Tan"
Inexpensive Black and Tans and the History Behind it All
BY JORGE ESPINO
FEATURES COLUMNIST

The traditional "black and tan" is a 50/50 mixture
of stout and pale ale. If you order a black and tan in The
States, you'll usually get a forced smile from the bartender
who does not want to put the effort into pouring one.
Then, after a couple of minutes of intense concentration,
the bartender will hand you a pint of what looks a lot like
the Louisiana coast. It's usually a separated mixture of
Bass and Guinness in which the creamy dark brown Guinness floats above the golden brown Bass.
If you want to try something flavorful but not too
heavy, try diving into a black and tan. It's a tasty and
highly drinkable alternative to "dark beer." Luckily, you
don't have to bother a bartender to get one. You can stop
by your favorite liquor store and pick up an inexpensive
six pack of Saranac Black.& Tans. You can get into it for
about $6.99 a six pack at Fairfield Wines and Spirits.
In case you're wondering what it tastes like, it's
pleasantly bitter at the start and finishes surprisingly
sweet. It's a lot like biting into a piece of Ghirardelli
bittersweet chocolate. However, because it is premixed
at the brewery, it won't separate into that beautiful "oil
above water" pattern that black and tans are known for.
Nonetheless, it's a tasteful and inexpensive alternative

to the traditional Guinness and Bass black and tan.
Although I highly recommend trying a Saranc Black
& Tan, I would not recommend ordering one in Ireland.
This is because, much like ordering a "Car Bomb" in an
Irish pub, you'd probably at least get kicked out. This is
because both terms refer to Ireland's volatile past that the
Irish take to heart. Just as "Car Bombs" refer to the IRA, so
do "Black and Tans" refer to the Royal Irish Constabulary
Reserve Force sent into Ireland by Winston Churchill. This
paramilitary force was nicknamed The Black and Tans.
So, if you're looking for something flavorful, but not
too heavy or dark, try a six pack of Saranac Black & Tan.
For those of you who live in states that sell Yuengling, try a
Yuengling Black and Tan. These come in cans and are also
very affordable. If you are a fan of Southport Brewery, you

Traditional Black It lani
50/50 Mixture of stout
and pale ale
Seperated mixture of
Bass and Guiness
Creates an "oil above
water" look

Contributed Photo

can get a pint of their brand of black and tan for $2 a pint
during happy hour. Whether it's in a bottle, can, or pint,
they're delicious and can be surprisingly inexpensive.

Saranac Black k Iftni
$6.99 for a six pack
Found at Fairfield
Wines and Spirits
Tastes like Ghiradelli
bittersweet chocolate
5.1% alcohol per can

History of Black & Tarn
•
•

Car bombs refer to the IRA
(Irish Republican Army)
Black and Tans refer to the
Royal Irish Constabulary
Reserve Force
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FUSA Flips, It Doesn't Flop
BY JANELLE CECCO
STAFF WRITER

In the past, the student body has expressed disappointment with the programs FUSA has provided, or not provided. However, with Eddie Muniz leading the way, students
have been attracted to what FUSA has to offer.
In a survey of 40 undergraduate students at Fairfield
passing through the BCC, 32 of them stated that they not
only attended a FUSA event this semester, but also looked
forward to what more FUSA has to offer.
Earlier this semester, the annual Presidential Ball was
held at Bellarmine Hall. Despite the rainy weather, almost
2,000 students were drawn to the ball. Students spent the
night dancing and meeting new people, making this the
highest attended FUSA event thus far this school year.
"I think Fairfield's annual Presidential Ball was a very
fun event for incoming freshman. It was a great way to
meet new people and interact in an entertaining way," said
MariMcKaba'14.
In the past, the Presidential Ball has been known as
an event that not only freshman attended. However, John
Nolan '11, expresses his one-of-a-kind experience at this
years Presidential Ball.
"Pres ball is the definition of a great time. I wish I had
gone all four years. It was my last chance to go and I think I
did it right. I'll definitely be thinking of the great memories
and all the DFMOs (Dance Floor Make Outs) I witnessed
on Bellarmine lawn at the ball when I stand in my cap and
gown on the very same grass that served as the dance floor."
Late night programs such as "Late Night at the Stag,"
"Senior Mug Nights," "Pimp Your Pumpkin," and "Late Night
Bingo," drew large crowds of people from different groups of
friends, to experience something unique.
"I think what draws people to late night programming
is the interest a student has in whatever event may be going
on that particular night. For example, we have a variety of
magicians, comedians, and hypnotists come to campus...
When we have sports trivia night, we get a crowd that is
unique compared to other events," said Muniz.

FUSA Programming, which was allocated a $70,000
budget this year, provides events on Thursday, Friday, or
Saturday nights.
"With the programs starting at 9 p.m. or later, we are
making sure that there are options for students who do not
want to participate in the drinking culture or just want a
place to go and have fun on the weekends," said Muniz.

As for the spring semester, FUSA has "a good portion of
the events planned, but there are still some open dates that
will allow for the Programming Board to come up with some
cool events," said Muniz.
Some of the major events to look out for are the traditional semi-formal called Dogwoods, Siblings Weekend,
Andrew Jenks from the MTV show World of Jenks, Screw
Your Roommate, and monthly Broadway Shows.
In addition, the class council for sophomore, juniors, and seniors has a major event planned that will be
sure to promote class unity and school spirit, as stated
on the FUSA website.
The Class of 2013 will have a "Half Way There
Cruise," in April, which takes place on a boat that sails
along the New York City skyline.
For the juniors, the class council is planning a
semi-formal Junior prom.
As for the senior class, the monthly mug nights will
continue in addition to other exciting events. "Coming
up in December we are giving out 2011 bandannas at
the next men's home basketball game. Then next semester we are planning a wine tasting, senior seminars,
Class day and other events still in the works," said Joe
Fred Kuo/ Fairfield University
Mercadante,
Class of 2011 Council.
A huge crowd attended Snow Jam to make their own wreaths at the BCC
Muniz acknowledges the FUSA programs as "amazing," and "enjoys seeing the Programming Board when
In mid-November, the Class of 2011 Council organized
they realize the success of their events because they really
a Mohegan Sun Casino Trip. The sold out trip had 150
put a lot of time and effort into make the event successful.
seniors in attendance, at a cost of $15 per person. Included
There is a lot of pressure from their peers to put on great
was a bus to the Fairfield vs. Sacred Heart men's basketball
events, and when they do, it is amazing!"
game, a free t-shirt, dinner and casino money voucher, and a
Hopefully the "Ringing in the New Year Bash" will draw
private, two-hour happy hour at Ultra 88 Club.
as large of a crowd as Presidential Ball.
"Casino night was my first time at a casino. It was great
If you are looking to take a break from the usual drinkbeing with all the seniors from the beach and on campus to
ing scene, look to see what FUSA has to offer. Experience
get together and just let loose. We had an awesome.happy
what others have experienced this school year thus far at
hour in a club just for us. I mean, I lost my hearing for three
FUSA events, so when Presidential Ball comes around next
days, but it was so worth it," said Rosie Mathis '11, "Top ten
year, you will not hesitate to go.
nights of college for sure!"
Nolan suggests, "Take advantage and tear it up...they're
The happy hour, described as a discoteca, by several of
only so many chances to fiesta with father von Arx!" '
the attendees, was the Class of 2011's favorite part of the trip.

Look Good While Staying Warm

BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Five Winter Must Haves
It is time to face the facts. The winter
weather is setting in which means you can
no longer throw on a pair of flip-flops and a
light sweater for class. Instead of dreading
this arctic weather, you should embrace it,
fashionably of course.

Ladies, if you want to stay warm yet still look
fabulous this winter then make sure you have a few
staple items in your closet. A chunky knit cardigan
is always great to wear when you are just relaxing in
doors, or need to throw on something quick for class.
You can inevitably find these sweaters in any clothing store or online site, but one of my favorites is this
oversized pieced cardigan by Free People.
Price: $188
Get it at: www.freepeople.com

Another great item to have is a pair of
over the knee boots. You can dress them
down for daytime with a pair of jeans and a
cute top or dress them up for nighttime with
a fun skirt or dress. Kelsi Dagger makes a nice
pair of knee-high boots in black and brown
that would look great on anyone.
Price: On Sale for $155
Get it at: www.revolveclothing.com

Finally, an oversized plaid "boyfriend"
shirt never fails to make a statement. Not only
can you go casual with this look, but also it
looks great tucked into a solid colored skirt or
dressy pants for a night out. These shirts can
be found all over such as Urban Outfitters and
J.Crew.
Price: $72
Get it at: www.Jcrew.com

A comfortable scarf is also a must have this
season. They can be worn inside of jackets and
sweaters or worn on the outside to show off their
cuteness. This infinity scarf by Juicy Couture is
easy to wear and can be pulled above your head
to keep even warmer when the temperature
drops.
Price: $178
Get it at: www.shopbop.com

If you already have a gorgeous pair of
boots, but wish they were higher you could
always put on a pair of high socks underneath
and create the illusion. This will not only keep
your legs warmer in the colder months, but it
looks amazing. These socks can be found in
many locations including, Free People, H&M,
and American Apparel.
Price: $24
Get it at: www.freepeople.com
Contributed Photos
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Kanye's New Album Cover Banned
Is Yeezy a victim of his own fame or a racist America?
BY ANDONI FLORES
ARTS

& ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

"Banned in the USA!!! They don't want me chilling on the couch with my phoenix!" twittered Kanye nearly a month before the release of his new album "My Dark Beautiful Twisted
Fantasy" however the rapper didn't seem to upset about as he continued on a series of tweets,
one of which stated that "I know that cover just blew y'all minds... I wish /all could see how
hard I'm smiling right now!!J" What he failed to specify is who did the banning and why.
In an interview conducted by New York Magazine with the artist behind Kanye's album
cover, George Condo, it's mentioned in passing that the cover has been banned by Wal-Mart
and Apple's iTunes to which Condo replied "The superimposition of people's perceptions on a
cartoon is shocking," he then added "What's happening in their minds should be banned. Not
the painting."
According to an article by the Los Angeles Times, an anonymous source familiar with
West's discussions with Universal Music Group's Island Def Jam claimed that the album cover
wasn't banned at all but he was strongly urged to use an alternate cover. He was also told that "if
he wanted to do it, the label would stand behind him."
But if the album cover wasn't banned why have almost all major music retailers chosen
not to carry the original album cover? Digital retailers such as iTunes, Amazon.com, and Rhapsody have decided to blur out the painting on the cover leaving it extremely pixilated, while
retailers selling physical copies of the album including Wal-Mart, Target, Best Buy, EY.E, Barnes
and Noble, and Borders have opted to use one of the alternate covers featuring a painting of a
ballerina making a toast.
Kanye's twitter response to this was "In all honesty... I really don't be thinking about WalMart when I make my music or album covers #Kanyeshrug! I wanna sell albums but not at the
expense of my true creativity."
No one has officially said why they're not using the original album cover but the con-

fusion as to what was offensive or objectionable has left Fox News censoring out Kanye's nipple
as well as the female figure's nipple and buttocks on their website.
The painting featured in the center of the album cover depicts a creature resembling
a black man with a monsters face being straddled by another creature with a monster's face but
who has white skin, wings instead of arms and a polka dot tail both—both appear to be naked.
But what's the painting that caused such a reaction really of? According to the artist who
painted it, the female figure is "a kind of fragment, between a sphinx, a phoenix, a haunting
ghost, a harpy. And then Kanye is also in some sort of strange 1970s burned-out back room of a
Chicago blues club having a beer — so far away from the real Kanye West that it's just a scream."
So the black man in the painting is supposed to be an exaggerated representation
of Kanye West while the white "woman" who is pictured on top of him is actually a blend of
mythological creatures. Then what seems to be the problem? Is it Kanye's nipples? Is it the creature's nipple? Or could it perhaps be her bare buttocks? No one seems to have the answers.

Left: The album cover used by retailers selling a physical cover of the album. Center: The
album cover prefered by digital retailers. Right: Fox New's censored version
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Clockwise starting left: Another alternate cover for Kanye's album; Janes'
Addition "Nothing's Shocking"; Roxy
Music "Country Life"; Nirvana "Nevermind"; John Blow "Venus and Adonis";
Fela Kutis "Yellow Fever" features a
painting of young African women with
their breasts and nipples fully exposed.

An analysis of a few albums being digitally sold on Amazon.com which feature nudity
seem to only make the objection to Kanye's painting even more confusing. Take the Jane's
Addiction album "Nothing's Shocking" for example. The cover features two white women with
flaming hair completely naked sitting on a strange rocking chair bench facing forward, their
breasts are fully exposed and their nipples blatantly visible as well as part of the pubic hair. This
album is available for digital download at Amazon.com
The album "Country Life" by the group Roxy Music features two women white
women lying in the grass. One is topless and covering her breasts with her hands whilst her
pubic hair is clearly visible through her extremely thin underwear. The woman lying next to her
is wearing a white almost transparent bra through which her nipples are clearly visible as well
as white underwear, which also partially reveals her pubic hair. This album is also available for
digital download.
Probably the most famous album featuring nudity and the male genitalia is Nirvana's
album cover for "Nevermind"
"So Nirvana can have a naked human being on they cover but I can't have a PAINTING of a
monster with no arms and a polka dot tail and wings."-Kanye West via Twitter.
The Nirvana cover has a naked baby boy underwater with a dollar on a fish hook dangling
in front of him—his penis is clearly visible. This album is also available for digital download at
Amazon.com.
We could probably list at least ten other album covers that feature either nipples,
buttocks, pubic hair, or genitalia that are available for download on Amazon.com but we
would only be left even more confused as to why Kanye's arguably more conservative
painting is the exception.

There are only three possible explanations that could possibly be drawn. The first being
that since Kanye's is one of the most anticipated albums of the holiday season the album's
popularity will undoubtedly expose small children to the art featured on it's cover as it sits on
shelves in Wal-Mart, Target, and Best Buy, potentially making some parents unhappy. This argument would work if classic albums like Nirvana's "Nevermind" didn't sit on the same shelves
or weren't within children's eyesight but this is rarely the case.
The second being that the position the two creatures are in may come off as sexual
in nature, however the album cover for "Venus and Adonis" by the baroque composer John
Blow features a painting in which a semi-nude Venus with breast and nipples fully exposed
is groped by a nude Adonis. The context of the painting is explicitly sexual in nature leaving
that explanation lacking.
So what's the difference between Kanye's painting and all the other album covers
featuring nudity which aren't "banned"?
The black man.
All of the other album covers I've come across in my quest for an answer have featured
white women, white babies, are a white woman with a white man. The only exception I've
found has been nude black women featured in albums during the seventies. Kanye's album
cover could possibly be the first to feature a black man in a sexual position with a white woman.
But then it begs the question: could the racist notions of the past centuries against miscegenation (race-mixing) be the force behind Kanye West's album cover ban? No one has officially
said it but then again, what business, in their right mind, wants to come off as racist in the
twenty first century?
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Review: Love and Other Drugs
BY ANNIE ROONEY
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

TOP PICKS
BY SEAN BANNON
STAGSFLQW.COM

1. Bruno Jackson feat. KAM Royal - "It's Alright"
The name Brunojackson originates from the two members in
the group. Bryce Humphrey (Bruno), and Jackson Breit. On "It's
Alright" they have teamed up' with KAM Royal to create an awesome laid-back track. This track's feel is very similar to the style
of Shwayze. RAM's verse compliments Brunojackson perfectly,
bringing a sound that will bring you back to the summer.

2. Eminem - Echo (Feat. Royce Da 5'9" & Liz
Rodrigues) (Prod By DJ Khalil)
Is becoming a radio hit as we speak. Eminem teams up with rapper Royce Da 5'9" and singer Liz Rodrigues to create a radio hit.
"Echo" will appear on the duo's new project dropping sometime
in 2011. The final version is rumored to feature a verse from T.I.
DJ Khalil puts together an extremely unique beat, while Em,
Royce and Liz provide a great sound.

3. Moufy - "We In the Buildin"'
Moufy aka Jeffrey Fortunato is a senior at the Tilton School, a
boarding school in Central New Hampshire. While Moufy only
started rapping in June, he has already made a name for himself
as an Internet sensation. "We In The Buildin'" is his first single
off his upcoming mixtape dropping in February. This is a banger
of a track and one you will want to turn the bass up for.

r5 >i§ .

4. B.o.B - "Beast Mode"
"Beast Mode" is a leak off B.o.B's new mixtape "No Genre"
dropping December 7th. B.o.B is one of the most versatile artists
in the game. The fact that he is a Musician, rapper, singer-songwriter, producer, and guitarist speaks volumes. "Beast Mode" is
a track that B.o.B goes hard over and lyrically kills it. B.o.B has
risen from internet sensation to star status and this track proves
that completely.

5. Trey Palms - "Island Flake" (Composed by
Jack Johnson, Remixed by Sean Brennan)
Trey Palms is no stranger to this list. He has really begun to
make a name for himself across the country. He just released a
mixtape titled "While You Were Sleeping" the other day and this
is my favorite track off the tape. "Island Flake" is an extremely
creative track that Sean Brennan samples lack Johnson's hit by
the same name and Trey provides some awesome verses.

6. Waka Flocka feat. Roscoe Dash, Wale, TPain - "No Hands" (Remix)
"No Hands" has become the club hit of the moment. Waka
Flocka has become a household name on the radio with this
song. T-Pain has provided a remix to this track with the release
of his mixtape "prEVOLVEr". Not only has this song become an
advertisement for Moscato, but also it should be on everyone's
iPod. "No Hands" might become the hip-hop song of the year.

'*$&?
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The movie trailers you see on TV aptly
preview the newest romantic comedy;
however the movie will definitely shock
its audience. Love and Other Drugs is a
composition filled with nudity.
Anne Hathaway, who plays one of the
film's main characters Maggie, was featured
in Vogue's October issue as a modern Audrey
Hepburn. Ironically pictured as a mature and
classy celebrity, she says in the Vogue feature,
"this piece has a lot of nerve." Her statement
is nothing short of a warning to audiences of
the excessive nudity (mostly of her) shown
in the passionate sex scenes throughout the
moving picture.
Maggie is the know-it-all but never
wrong, hot headed and hot girl while Jamie
Randall, played by the dreamy Jake Gyllenhaal, knows every trick in the book to secure too-frequent sexual encounters. There
is a lot of blatant sex and nudity but it
works. As Seinfeld showed us, the sexiness
of a women's naked body is no comparison
to the hairy and bulky nakedness of a man.
It makes sense that Hathaway is naked in
the many sex scenes while it may come as
a surprise to the unknowing majority who
do not read Vogue. After the first boobpopping shocker scene, they'll figure it out
Maggie meets Jamie but refers to him
by his last name, Randall. As your uniquely
passive aggressive female, she confidently
and comfortably flaunts her fit-to-beshown body in no time, as she satisfies an
uncontrollable sexual appetite. The caricatural college man-whore, Randall, is surprised and attracted to her quirkiness. No,
they're not in college but for the amount
of sex and arguments the two partake in, a
viewer might mistake Maggie's artsy loft for
a college dorm room.
Critics have given this film a so-so
rating on its repetitive storyline, over-done
Viagra humor and predictable happy ending.
However, the story reaches a little bit deeper

than that Maggie is a victim of Stage 1 Parkinson's disease and as a result she puts her
emotional (note: not sexual) necessities on
hold. She's afraid of falling in love, whereas
Randall, who is employed as the local Viagra
salesman, doesn't believe he can fall in love.
Spoiler alert: they fall in love.
The maturity and responsibility that
emerges from both characters, in between
sex sessions, as they come to terms with
the deeper feelings they have for each other, demeans any advertisement for Viagra
usage. As the characters find themselves in
a weird mash up of forbidden love in the
year 1996, viewers leave the theater having
felt as if they just watched The Notebook...
again
As the credits roll down on the screen
in the softly lit theater, with a few tears
down the faces of the many Maggiewannabees, the girls leaving the movie will
be (more than likely) looking to pounce.
This is my warning to the audience to the
females who see the movie and their love
interests.

Review: Band of Horses' Infinite Arms
BY PETER CATY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

7.Mike Posner - "Single & Drunk"
Fresh of the success of his debut album, Mike Posner is still
working hard to bring that new hit pop music. "Single & Drunk"
is the hot new leak from the singer-songwriter. Like his hit
"Please Don't Go," this song is going to be a radio hit in the near
future. Producer Clinton Sparks creates a beat that will definitely
be played in bars / clubs near you. If you like Mike Posner you
will like this.

8. Wiz Khalifa - "Real Estate"
Wiz Khalifa released this track as a Thanksgiving Day treat for
all his fans. It has not been said if that he is releasing a mixtape
or album soon, but "Real Estate" sounds like an album track
and is an absolute banger. The beat is dope and Wiz provides
his signature sound dropping smooth verses. Critics have said
that Wiz has become more mainstream since singing to Atlantic
records, but "Real Estate" proves that wrong because the track is
appealing to any fan of music.

9. Chris Brown Feat. Big Sean - "Glitter"
"Glitter" is one of the leaks of Chris Brown's new mixtape "In My
Zone 2" hosted by DJ Drama. Featuring GOOD Music Family
member Big Sean, "Glitter" is an awesome track. Chris Brown
gives off a more hip-hop feel on the track, rather than his R&B
past. Big Sean, Kanye West's protege, has been making noise
on the underground and is now starting to gain some serious
exposure. He has the type of flow that you can sit back and chill
to. "Glitter" is definitely a great combination of both artists that I
would love to hear more of in the future.

10. Nicki Minaj - Blazin' feat. Kanye West
Nicki Minaj recently released her album "Pink Friday" and it has
absolutely taken off. On "Blazin"' she teams up with Kanye West
to provide a track that is rising on the charts right now. Nicki
Minaj has become the queen of hip-hop in the industry right
now. If you listen closely you will hear a sample of "Don't You
(Forget About Me)" in the background, which you'll know from
the move the "Breakfast Club". The title says it all about how this
track sounds.

If you are a Band of Horses fan or a only
casual listener, the song you would have
heard is "The Funeral." This song appeared
in their first EP, "Everything All in Time" and
helped the band achieve stardom.
To say the song is mainstream would
be inaccurate, but it just about reached
the cusp. It was upbeat and sorrowful, and
anyone could relate, regardless of knowing
the meaning. "The Funeral appeared on
television series, video games, advertisements and films, and was played on the Late
Show with David Letterman.
However, their latest album, "Infinite
Arms" released in 2010, has a completely
different sound and style, and is entirely
Americana.
The drastic change is that the style and
sound of their new album is not purposeful,
it's only natural. Lead singer, guitarist and
founding member Ben Bridwell is the only
surviving member from the "Everything All
in Time" EP, as other member Mat Brooke
left after the band's debut. Since then,
the band has made significant additions,
including Ryan Monroe, Tyler Ramsey, Bill
Reynolds and Creighton Barrett.
Often likened to an early Neil Young,
Bridwell had a famous reputation to live up
to, and he delivered. Written with the guise
of the timeless America the Beach Boys
inspired, the lyrics of "Laredo," "Blue Beard"
and "Dilly" all prove that the band can move
away from its indie roots into something
more classic.
The music videos for "Laredo" and

Ma ft <£ of f/o n fj
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"Dilly" exemplify the 1950s and 1960s
Americana of endless summers and rebels
without a cause.
With the iTunes generation buying
singles and record labels pushing singles
instead of full albums, it is nice to see that
Band of Horses' isn't simply ten singles
forced together, but one well thought-out
album that is continuous and content with
its easy-going melody.
That being said, those looking for
smash-hits won't find that one defining
tune in" Infinite Arms" The album is simply
complete in itself, and each song relies on
the next to define its meaning.
Even if you are one whose playlist
jumps from one hit artist to the next, try this
album. It is one continuous loop of songs
that hold a similar harmony and theme, yet
each is individual in their own right.
Thus, "Infinite Arms" is perfect for that
road trip where looking down at the iPod
to change songs is probably a bad idea. It's
better to pay attention to the road and let the
music play.
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His iPhone / Her BlaclcBerry
WE'RE NOT TRYING TO CONFUSE YOU, WE'RE TRYING TO ENTERTAIN YOU HIS IPHONE/HER BLACKBERRY IS A COLUMN OF TWO DIFFERENT VOICES. WE BELIEVE THE PERSONALITY OF THE IPHONE USER DIFFERS FROM THE PERSONALITY OF THE BLACKBERRY USER AND A COLUMN BETWEEN THE TWO IS JUST PLAIN FUN. ENJOY

Dan Leitao

Alexandria Hein

Getting In The Ch ristmas Spirit

It's Christmas time which means we
all need to stop wasting all of our money
and start saving for those we love. If you
are like me you didn't make it out for Black
Friday nor even bother with cyber Monday.
It means we are all behind on the whole
gift shopping.
Personally, I am not a fan of giving
gifts because it ends up getting competitive. You have the people that over spend
and the people that spend way to much
time making the gift personal. I don't really
want to have to compete with either of
those people. Who wants a competition
during the holidays?
It is a race to see who gets the
decorations up first (BCC won that before
Thanksgiving Break), who has the best
decorated tree down at the beach houses
(so far the Stumble Inn is winning that
one), and who will get the best Secret
Santa present.
For those of you who are feeling
like myself and can't really jump into the
Christmas Spirit during the rush of finals
and the end of the semester, all I can suggest is listen to Mariah Carey's "All I Want
For Christmas Is You." If that doesn't work
start watching all the Christmas classics
starting with It's A Wonderful Life, Elf and

end with Home Alone. If that can't get you
in the Christmas mood, don't worry Angry
Birds is coming out with a Christmas edition, for all you iPhone users. If you don't
know Angry Birds it is the best way to get
through those boring classes and it only
costs 990.
If none of this works then don't worry
about it. You will eventually end up full of
Christmas spirit after you have survived
the semester especially when you are
shopping the day after your last final and
end up saving a ton of money or spending
more 'cause you feel guilty for being so
late. For all of you that know iPhones are
better then Blackberrys check out the App
Red Laser it scans a Barcodes and shows
you the cheapest option in retail stores or
online means you can save more money.
Blackberry girl wouldn't let me read
hers this week so I just have to take a shot
in the dark and say she is probably either
all prepared but most likely she doesn't
even know who to get gifts for.
The best part is I heard she had an
iPhone on her Christmas list looks like you
readers might get the best gift of all, two
iPhone columnists.
Sent From My iPhone

Here's my dilemma. I made a lot of great
friends last semester when I was abroad, and
I didn't make a lot of great money this year
and now it's Christmas time. What do I do?!
How many groups can you split up into Secret Santa, how many can play Yankee Swap
and which ones will be good about just saying, "Merry Christmas have a great break?"
Seriously one of the most awkward
things to do is to have to tell them that you
left their gift at home and have to high tail
it into town to see what's left in any store's
accessory department. This is where I have
to thank all of my male friends out there for
establishing the "male mentality" when it
comes to gifts.
Girls aren't wired this way, and I myself
know that just warm wishes for a nice holiday
aren't going to cut it so here are a few suggestions to keep your wallet in check. Buy a
bottle of your bestie's favorite liquor and split
it with her that last night of finals, it's finally a
gift you both can enjoy.
What's the one show that you and your
housemates or close friend get together to
watch all of the time? Check Ebay and Amazon for slightly used season copies for cheap.
Got a bookworm to buy for? Paperback that
bad boy. It's usually less than half the price
of the hard cover! Fashionista? The accessory

department of any story in town, (Cargo Bay
is awesome and usually good with sales,) is a
great bet.
Can't go wrong with a Starbucks or
Dunkin' Donuts gift card ever, throw in a mug
to spruce it up. Seems cliche, but now that
LimeWire is history, how about an iTunes
gift card? Take up any online coupon and
click your way over to the Sale section of the
website. I will let you all in on a little secret,
the most random gifts are usually the best.
Right now, J.Crew has studded socks on sale
for $4.99, and I would wear those bad boys
all the time. Jeez, they should pay me to do
their marketing. The funkier, the better, just
be practical.
And for those friends that you just
made, but didn't make the cash to really
show your appreciation for, send 'em a
holiday card and buy them a shot of eggnog
or a beer, and make sure you tack "Merry
Christmas," to the end of it. If you want to
splurge, a Fairfield shot glass is sure to put
them in the holiday spirit! Always remember, when either giving the gift or receiving,
it's the thought that counts.

Sent from My Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

IF IT'S NOT GARDEN CATERING, IT'S JUST NOT SPECIAU

IN NEED OF A FINALS BREAK?
AS A THANK YOU TO THE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY,
GARDEN CATERING WILL OFFER

FREE COFFEE, HOT CHOCOLATE, OR
TEA
DURING FINALS WEEK!
AVAILABLE FROM THURSDAY DECEMBER IOTH THROUGH SATURDAY DECEMBER 18TH

OPEN DAILY!
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY: SAM TO 8:30PM

SUNDAY: 9AM TO 7PM

IMOW ACCEPTINO YOUR STAGCARD!

OPEN DAILY - BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
2074 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (NEXT TO MOBIL ON-THE-RUN)
PHONE: 203.870.8444
FAX: 203.870.8441
WWW.GARDENCATERING.NET
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Dear T)ee,
I have a problem; I like my best friend's boyfriend. I have liked him since freshman
year. In fact I liked him before my friend even met him and we flirted all the time. I
actually thought he liked me too. They had a class together though and they started
hanging out and now they are together. When I see him he still flirts with me and it
brings back those feelings. I don't want to jeopardize my friendship, but I can't help
how Ifeel.
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Thanks,

Torn

T>ear Torn,
There is no easy answer to your problem be
cause matters of the heart are always complicated and the answers never seem to make
you feel totally happy. Having said that, I am
going to tell you what I think the "right"
answer is. Friends are priceless and you
are correct that acting on your feelings
could jeopardize that relationship. It
is best to put these feelings aside since
they are together for now. He can still
be your friend, and that is certainly
better than nothing. No one knows
what will happen down the road.
They may realize that they are better as just friends or just part ways
when you graduate. Fate could
bring you together and if the feelings are still there you can then act
on them. If this happens, there will
be no baggage because you did not

come between them previously.
On the other hand, maybe their relationship will grow stronger and they may stay together. In the meantime, you may meet your
perfect guy who you would have missed
out on while pining away on your friend's
boyfriend. Whatever does happen, you
are better for taking the high road and
not betraying your friend. As I said, it
probably isn't the answer you wanted, but I know you will feel better as
you look back on it. i<r^

-T)ee

Disclaimer: This column is for entertainment only. The author
is a student, not a licensed therapist, and this column is not intended to take the place ofprofessional advice. The views expressed are
the author's and are not necessarily shared by The Mirror or its staff.
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College Crossword AIDOKU

A

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE
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By the Numbers

ACROSS
I.Luke used a Light one
6. snakes
10. one who utilizes something
14. type of acid related to protein
15. challenge
16. missile storage space
17. fats
18. opera singer's solo
19. Bush thought this was evil
20. Martin Short/Steve Martin
vehicle (2 wds.)
23. a deer... a female deer
24. information
25. roads
27. singer Corinne Bailey
30. take care
32. a metallic sound, like from a
bell
33. Japanese animation
35. Brand of detergent
37. therefore
40. not gonna do it (hyph.)
41. natural ability
42. feeble
43. He wrote about a chocolate
factory
44. singer Loretta
45. They laugh a tot
46. money in Western Samoa
48. shivering episode
50. pig locale
51. nonmalignant tumor
54. thing
56. poetic before
57. Slurpee stop (2 wds.)
62. story

64. not mean
65. treasure discovery
66. smallest component in
science
67. vehicles, at least one type
68. a shield's border
69. stitches together
70. difficult concern
71. people who glare

©2006 Joshua O'Comefl. Mi Rights Reserved, httpv'/www.in-pursuitcom

by Joshua O'Connell

1

2

3

4

1

5

14
17
20

27

8

9
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28

29

■

1

40
43

31

30

46
52

56
62
66
69

*

58

49

"

59

1 1
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6. extremely
7. outfit worn by Hindu women
8. arrogant people (slang)
9. water animal (2 wds.)
10. America, for short
11. Kevin Bacon game (2 wds.)
12. With 61 Down, an Untouchable
13. love-offering flowers
21. consumed
22. generally paired with Lanka
26. foe
27. famous objectivist Ayn
28. small buffalo
29. Disney wolf movie (2 wds.)
31. she was a Princess, once

39

"

"

.

DOWN
1. pepper complement
2. female domestic
3. Ethiopian money
4.ceased
5. having a color similar to 13 Down

■

■.

"

57

1f

38

"
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 - EASY

U*
26

"

■k
■
47

13

1
36

1

12

_

22
25

1

11

,.

21

33

51

7

60

61

"
«
"

34. tooth type
36. dirtiness
38. polite guy, for short
39. fine
41. flashy dance
45. from
to
(foot related)
(2 wds.)
47. Angeles prefix
49. a language, and a group
of people, that live in the
southwest
51. cheese types (sounds like a
party to me)
52. angry
53. relating to birds
55. Christmas prefix
58. very light brown
59. type of rodent
60. at all
61. Last name of 12 down
63. printing term for bigger spaces

9 4 1
8 3
2
2
8
9
5
9
7 2
1

5 3
9
4
6 8
4 3 8 5
3
7 6 9
4 7 6
8
6 9
3 9
8

PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

6
5 2
9
7
8
3
7 4

7
4 2

8
1

4

2

2
7
1

7

6
4

5

2 3
1 6
6

9

7

3

8

1

1

8
1
3

8
7

4
3

5
5

7 3
4

6

8
1
3

9 6

7
6 9

7
8

4
5

7
6

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

6

3
8

3
4

8 6
3
3
2 1
8

PUZZLE #3-HARD

9

5 8

3
1 9
2
5
2 1

9 2
8 4

5
9 5
2

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfleldmirror.com
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Cartoons by: Gregg Pizzi
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THIS WEEK IN
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS
BY TYLER WOSLEG EK
STAFF WRITER

INTRODUCING...
Brian Friedlander
Men's Swimming & Diving

STAG SPORTS ROUND-UP
Men's Basketball went 1-1 last week and is now 2-3 overall. Warren
Edney scored 16 points, but the Stags fell in their home opener to St. Joseph's
University 60-51. On Friday Nov. 26, Fairfield defeated Norfolk State 91-56.
Warren Edney led the way with 20 points and Derek Needham added 17
points.
Women's Basketball fell to Rhode Island 52-44 for their first loss of the
season. Katelyn Linney '13 led the Stags with 17 points. On Sunday, November 28th, Fairfield bounced back with a 52-39 victory over Lafayette. Taryh
Johnson notched a double-double with 18 points and 13 rebounds.
Field Hockey's Anne Nieuwenhuis '11 and Marit Westenberg '12 earned
spots on the 2010 America East All-Academic Team. The team is comprised
of 12 student-athletes, with this year's list including 13 because of voting.
Niewenhuis, a psychology major earned All-Academic acColades for the second consecutive season, while Westenberg, an international studies major
celebrates her third in as many years.
Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving fell to Bryant, despite winning many individual events. For the men, junior Brian Friedlander won
three individual events. On the women's side, Michelle Yoshida'12, Moe
Osmulski '14, and Cacky Keating '13 each won two events. Both teams are
now 3-3 in the season.

«Ihe Bio: Friedlander, a junior from River
Edge, NJ, is a political science major. He was
a four year varsity letter winner at River Dell
Regional, where he was a three time first team all league pick.
Friedlander has been a MAAC finalist and ECAC qualifier. He
continues to be a key contributer for the Stag's Swimming and
Diving team.
«slhe Props: Friedlander was named MAAC Men's Swimmer
of the Week for winning three events in the meet against Bryant.
He won the 100 breaststroke, the 200-yard breaststroke, and the
200-yard individual medley. He is currently the program record
holder in the 200-yard individual medley and was a part of four
record holding relay teams.
« The Outlook: Friedlander and the Stags head to the Harold
Anderson Invitation at the University of Rhode Island this Friday.
WHAT TO WATCH FOR
Come out to Harbor Yard for the Men's Basketball game Sunday at 3:30
p.m. Ihey will take on MAAC opponent Loyola University from Maryland.

SportsEventsThisWeek
WEDNESDAY
DEC. 1

THURSDAY
DEC. 2

FRIDAY,
DEC. 3

Women's Basketball at Villanova
7 p.m.
Men's Basketball
at Savannah State
7 p.m.

Swimming &
Diving at Harold
Anderson Invitation 5 p.m.

SATURDAY,
DEC. 4

SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 5
Men's Basketball
vs. Loyola (MD)
3 p.m.
Women's Basketball at Hofstra
2 p.m.

L SPORTS3x5
What was the best thing
you ate on Thanksgiving?

MONDAY,
DEC. 6

TUESDAY,
DEC. 7
Men's Basketball
vs. Howard
7 p.m. Alumni
Hall

Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise
and Jack Meagher.

, How excited are you
that 3x5 is back in the
sports section?

What are your thoughts
on the men's basketball
season so far?

Best game of football
you watched over
Thanksgiving.

Most anticipated Stag's
basketball game of the
season (not including
MAAC tourney)

I'm writing with a chip on
my shoulder from here

Work out the kinks and get
tfAAC season
healthy as MAAC
s
approaches

Auburn over 'bama.

December 10th at Siena.

Sweet potatoes with
brown cinnamon sugar
and marshmallows.

The responsibility of
writing five sentences
every week is pretty
overwhelming.

Their record is slightly
disappointing, but
not indicative of their
potential.

Giants beating the Jags
in the final minutes for a
much needed victory

University of Florida..
Good luck Stags

Turns or
turkey and stuffing.
Scrumtrulescent.

I'm ecstatic, although I
was expecting a raise, or at
least a holiday bonus...

We've only just begun.

Tic between Nevada vs.
Boise State and Jets vs.
Bengals.

Fairfield vs. Siena.
Passing of the torch.

ii -

JACK MEAGHER
SUNDAY NIGHT
CONTRIBUTOR
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Where Dreams (Almost) Come True for Volleyball
Third Place MAAC finish at Disney After a Rocky Season
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
STAFF WRITER

It was destined to be a season jam packed with magic,
excitement and energy. But throughout the long and grueling 2010 Fairfield women's volleyball season, the campaign
looked as though it was shaping to be a season full of heartbreak, disappointment, and disaster.
Fortunately, the team found the spark that they were
searching for throughout their season at a time when it
counted the most. They discovered their magic in the place
where dreams come true: Disney World.
Although they didn't fulfill their dream of a championship, they did finish third in the MAAC tournament and gave
something the squad could finally cheer about.
"It was a good finish to a rocky season," head coach Alija
Pittenger said. And a rocky season it was.
The third year coach set great expectations for her crew
coming into the year.
The Stags were picked to finish second in the MAAC,
only one point behind the eventual champions, Niagara.
They only lost one senior from last year and were welcoming back a proven player in Alex Lopez and two promising freshmen.
Early on, it appeared as if Fairfield was going to be the
same dominant team as the past, as they opened conference
play with five straight wins 'killing' longtime rival Siena in
the process.
After the squad swept Marist, the team that eliminated
them last year, they thought their season was going to be
filled with success, however they had some difficulty ahead
of them.
They would go on to lose to Iona snapping a 10 match
win streak against conference opponents, which at the time
was the 13th longest in the nation.
That loss led to two separate three game losing streaks,
the first team in seven years to experience this.

Those two losing streaks led to a program worse eight
conference losses. Those eight losses led to finishing in
fifth, snapping a streak of six-straight MAAC Regular Season
Championships.
Pittenger admits that there were some "disappointing
parts" to the season but with all the disbelief that the season
entailed watching the team come together and actually have
something to be happy about was a good finish.

Contributed Photo

Sophomore libero Kara Reis said, "I think it was how
things turned out in the end, us getting third and I think just
with the way we played together as a team in Florida I think
it made a positive impact on the end of the season."
The Stags volleyball program has always been known as
a dominant MAAC team.
They entered the previous six tournaments as the
number one seed with high expectations, big promise, and
high hope.
However those six years failed to bring home the trophy
as the teams failed to play up to their immense potential.
With all the disappointment in this season, they entered
the 2010 MAAC Tournament with little expectations, no
promise, and no hope.
Even though they were not the heavy favorites heading

into the MAAC tournament, they still performed beyond
their expectations. They played their best of the season.
Reis said, "We played our hearts out. I think we had a
team high and I think we all showed up."
The team defeated the Manhattan Jaspers, who handed
Fairfield its worst regular season loss. The Jaspers who were
a tough opponent against the now two time defending
champions Niagara did not pose a threat for the Stags.
To finish the year the Stags beat Canisius who topped
them twice in the regular season.
The team "came out and played with energy and intensity," Pittenger said.
After statistically one of the worst seasons in program
history, the team might actually be able to use this to improve next season.
"We need to play with the same fire we ended the year
on," Reis said. The team will lose three seniors but are returning their most vital pieces of the puzzle.
The Stags will also try to 'connect' these pieces. Sophomore Brianna Dixion will return after her second consecutive All MAAC Second team selection and is the team leader
in kills.
Libero Kara Reis will also have another season under
her belt. Through her first two years she has accumulated
905 career digs and is on pace of breaking the Fairfield record currently held by Lindsey Lee with 1674.
One of the biggest surprises of the year was freshmen
setter Rachel Romansky. She was a highly touted prospect
coming and looks to be one of the corner stones for the team
next year.
"I'm looking forward to next year," Pittenger said. The
returning players plus four new freshmen minus the year of
heartbreak might equal a year that is full of excitement.
This disappointing year can help serve as a driving force
to train harder so that next year's team can strive to fulfill
a goal that hasn't been completed in seven years: a MAAC
tournament championship title.
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A Day With The Tallest Student On Campus
1:30-2:00: Post-practice stretching. Change and get treatment
for injuries.
After practice I am usually pretty sore because they are so physical, but the ice bath always feels nice.
2:00-3:30: Lunch in Barone Campus Center Cafeteria or in my
apartment.
Really had to work on my chef skills this year, my Mom spoiled
me growing up.
Relax, Shower, Nap, Work on homework
This part of the day is nice. I like having time after practice to unwind and relax a little before I have to go class again. Also, I finish
up readings and work I have to finish before my evening classes.
3:30-4:45: Class, Jewish Interpretation of Scripture in Canisius.
. It is a really fun and interesting class, I enjoy it.
5:00-6:15: Class, Consumer behavior in DSB.
This class is a part of my major, so I like it. The professor is good
too. As it gets colder, I am definitely not looking forward to the
walk down to the business school.
6:30-7:15: Dinner in BCC Cafeteria
Dinner is always fun too. It's real nice to spend time as a team
outside of basketball, the guys are fun to be around. It's a good
thing we do a lot of running and lifting,, otherwise Barone would
have me way outta shape.
7:30-12:00: Relax, Homework, Eat, Stretch before bed
Sometimes it is hard to keep motivated after a long day like
Peter Caty/The Mirror this. This is my busiest day and I don't have any classes on FriRyan Olandcr '12 on his way to class in the Dolan School of Business.
days so it's nice to not have to worry too much about doing work
that has to be done for the next day.
Ryan's Schedule
As a team, we're just getting excited to actually start this
BY TYLER WOSI.F.GEH
season. Since we fell in the MAAC title game last year, we have
STAFF WRITER
930-10:45: Class in Dolan School of Business
had our sights set on getting back there. From the summer on,
Advertising, a part of my marketing major.
Junior, Ryan Olander, from Mansfield, CT, was named a
we have just been playing against each other. We all can't wait to
captain prior to the 2010-2011 Men's Basketball season. The
see a different color uniform out there to compete against We're
11:00-1:30: Practice and lift with strength & conditioning
seven-foot-forward looks to lead the Stags to a MAAC championa pretty close team and I think our chemistry will help us take that
coach Mark Spellman
ship, as well as a berth in the 2011 NCAA tournament His days
next
step and get to the NCAA tournament I know I speak on beLifting now is'lighter then it was during our preseason and off
are filled with ducking through doors, plenty of basketball activihalf
of
the team when I say we would appreciate a ton of student
season workouts, which is where I was able to build my Dwight
ties, and of course, the downtime we all love as college students.
support
this year, it'll help give us a home court advantage.
Howard frame. In these early season practices we do a lot of
Most of us know who the basketball players are, but we hardly
As
you
can see, a typical day for one of us is pretty packed.
learning. We also do a lot of shooting drills and skill stuff to get us
know them well. The Mirror got a glimpse into a day in the life of
Between
class
and basketball activities, it's busy. We still have fun
in rhythm before games start. Overall practices are really physical
basketball player Ryan Olander.
when
we
can
and
this helps us get our minds on something other
and energetic, but a lot of fun.
than basketball.

Women's Basketball

3-1 Record: Shows a Strong Start for the Stags
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
STAFF WRITER

The Fairfield women's basketball team continued their
impressive start of the season as they defeated the Lafayette
Leopards on Sunday. •
The team continues to improve and show that they can
beat even some tough teams, "I thought it wasn't an easy
game for us," fourth year head coach Joe Frager said.
It was the team's third win in their first four games.
Getting off to a good start can be beneficial especially for
a team that started the year with four freshmen and three
sophomores.
The experience of winning early could help propel this
young team. Frager said that teaching could happen in wins
or losses, but for an inexperienced squad showing them the
experience of winning is good.
Out of Frager's four years, he has won at least three
out of his first four games in all but one season. It has been
a total team effort so far in the early campaign. The team
has enjoyed success from a number of players including
sophomore guard Katelyn Linney who is averaging nearly
16.5 points per game.
But the latest win showed the emergence of another
player in particular. A performer who can be called one of
the most athletic players in the MAAC. A force who must use
her offensive skills and rebounding ability in order for the
team to succeed. That player is Taryn Johnson.
"I thought Taryn Johnson had a monster game for
us," Frager said. The junior forward recorded her second
double-double of the season and led the team in scoring
tallying 18 points and corralling 13 boards. The Brockton,
Mass. native leads the team in rebounds, blocks, and steals.
She not only had a good offensive game but Frager "was
impressed by her defense."
The defensive game played by Johnson and the rest of
the team was quite impressive.

Fairfield held Lafayette to only 39 points and have only
allowed. 47 per game. Frager says that is one of the most
important parts of the team. Last year through the first four

"Taryn Johnson had a
monster game for us."
-Head Coach, Joe Frager
games, Fairfield had the best defense in the nation.
With Taryn Johnson returning, Frager hopes to stay one
of the biggest defensive forces in the MAAC and so far they
have already forced 75 turnovers. In order for the team to be
successful, they need contributions on the defensive side
from their entire team: even the freshmen.
The Stags welcomed four new players on to their roster.
In this initial portion of the schedule, most of them have
already formed into a role.
Christelle Akon-Akech has become one of the players that have caught other's eyes because of her impressive
ball handling. Akon-Akech gave the Stags "solid minutes"
according to Frager talking about the win against Lafayette. The coach also talked about the contributions of Katie
Cizynski and Alexys Vazquez. These freshmen add depth
to a roster where opposing teams cannot focus on just one
player.
Although their record reads 3-1, Frager still thinks that
the team hasn't reached its peak and can improve greatly.
He called the victory at Lafayette "an ugly win
[but] in a way that can actually sometimes help the
team grow a little bit to go on the road maybe not play your
best, get tested a little bit, still kinda gut it out, and get the
win."
He hopes that the strides they have made on defense
and rebounding will continue as the season progresses

Taryn Johnson '12 shoots a lay-up, helping in
her tally of 18 points against Lafayette.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

along with contributions from the entire team.
The Stags hope to continue this hot start of the 20102011 campaign as they stay on the road and play Villanova
on Thiirsday. Winning on the road could be challenging for
any young player and team. They are away from their fans
and their home court, but it's just another challenge that the
team will fight as a whole.

fvm/lnz)
The Hottest Tanning Salon...
NOW OPEN IN FAIRFIELD

FREE Tan
No Signup FEE
No Enrollment FEE

Unlimited Tanning for 31 days
Professional Teeth Whitening
UV-Free Mystic Spray Tan

Grazmere Plaza
173 Post Rd
Fairfield, CT 06824
203-292-8279
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Colin Nickerson '12 drives towards the basket against Sacred Heart on Nov. 13, 2010.
BY TOM FITZPATRICK
SPORTS COLUMNIST

Ihe men's basketball team has experienced both positives and negatives so far this season as they try to right
the ship before conference play tips off this Sunday against
Loyola.
Three non-conference road losses have been bookended so far by conclusive triumphs over Sacred Heart and
Norfolk State.
"I'm not happy but in the last game (91-56 over Norfolk
State) we saw a lot of good things that we can continue to
improve on" said sophomore guard Derek Needham.
The Stags put on a clinical offensive performance
against the Spartans of Norfolk State after failing to break
60 points against Rutgers, Penn State, and St. Joseph's in its
previous three games.
While the Stags have put up solid defensive performances against all five opponents, the offense has failed
to break 60 points except for the 91-point outburst against
Norfolk State.
"We wanted to play faster, and we proved we can do

that" Needham said.
Spirits were high as the Stags opened up the season
Nov. 13 with a comfortable win over cross-town rival Sacred
Heart by a score of 62-45.
However, a three game losing streak followed the opening win. The Stags only averaged 51 points during those
three games.
However, Needham is putting a positive spin on the
early season slip-ups: "We now know what not to do and
which areas to improve in."
The Stags soon will enter a pivotal part of the schedule
as the start of conference play beckons along with some
tricky out-of-conference tests as well.
The next match-up will be with Savannah State in Savannah, Georgia on Thursday. When the Stags return from
the warm confines of the southeast, it will be time for MAAC
play to begin.
December proves to be a very trying month with conference games against Loyola and a trip to the three-time
defending champions, Siena.
The Stags will also make a trip to Gainesville, Florida
to take on the Gators quality out-of-conference opponents

such as Vermont, Holy Cross, Army, and Howard throughout
the month.
There are many opportunities to make statement victories over the next month, starting at home Sunday over the
Loyola Greyhounds.
As the integration process of freshmen (Fields, Barrow
and Matthews) and players coming off serious injuries (Nero,
Edney, Hawkins) continues, the results should improve consistently.
This team should look and play a lot differently in March
than it has in November. The talent and coaching expertise is
still there to drive this team to the NCAA tournament.
As season-ticket holder Kevin Coppolecchia '11 stated
recently: "This team is still feeling itself out - but with a little
more repetition, and some elbow grease - we will soon start
to see great results in the near future."
The Stags are undoubtedly somewhat of a work in progress, but if the recent win at Norfolk State is any indication,
the ship is headed in the right direction. The Stags next tip
off with Savannah State tomorrow night in Georgia. Tipoff is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

liNSIDElSPOR I Si WOMEN'S VBALL ENDS SEASON AT MAAC TOURNAMENT P. 21 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL WINS AGAINST LAFAYETTE P. 22!

